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Abstract

Flare-productive active regions exhibit non-potential magnetic field structures,

oft described as 'sheared' or 'twisted' fields. This morphology indicates that elec

tric currents are present. In this thesis I test whether surface flows generate

observed active-region currents, or whether these currents are produced prior to

their appearance at the surface as sunspots, i.e., deep in the solar convection zone.

To study this question I observed emerging magnetic flux in a uniquely rapidly

growing active region. First I undertook an exhaustive study of the more than 50

bipoles which appeared in a sunspot group visible in August 1992. I determined

the time of emergence, magnetic connectivity and patterns of overall development

of this young active region. Then, four independent analysis methods were used

to determine whether the emerging flux was carrying the electric current prior to

its appearance, or if the observed strong currents were generated by plasma flows

in the photosphere.

The four approaches gave consistent results. For a few young bipoles, I show

that the morphology of chromospheric and coronal loops were definitively non

potential, that those same dipoles had proper motions which reflected twisted

subsurface flux bundles, that electric current existed in greater abundance than

could be generated given the observed characteristics and finally that the electric

current increased as the magnetic flux itself increased with no substantial delay.

All evidence was also consistent with a direction of twist defined by Jz/B z < O.

This twist direction was also present in the older flux of this active region.

I conclude that the electric currents observed in this solar active region were

not produced by plasma motions in the photosphere. Rather, the evidence pre

sented in this thesis supports the hypothesis that active region electric currents are

generated either deep in the convection zone or are produced with solar magnetic

fields in a dynamo process.
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Chapter 1

Preface

Phenomena that occur on the Sun are some 93 million miles from Earth but

nonetheless have a direct impact on the terrestrial environment. Whether the

concerns are strictly human (such as power-grid fluctuations or spacecraft safety),

or more global (weather patterns or habitat transformations), Earth is part of the

solar environment. Aside from a purely intellectual endeavor, the goal of much of

solar physics is to understand the workings of our Sun to better understand its

effects on the Earth.

One of the most dramatic solar phenomenon visible from the earth is the

solar flare (Raisch, Strong & Rodono, 1991; Petersen et aJ. 1993). Releasing

the equivalent of more than a thousand million million tons of TNT in less than

an hour, these 'explosions' produce signatures in radio, visible and high-energy

wavelengths, as well and send energetic particles into the space environment.

Solar flares are associated with sunspots: regions of intense magnetic fields which

are visible as dark 'blotches' on the solar surface. Sunspots were first seen by

Galileo in 1611 and have been studied by solar physicists ever since (see Bray &

Loughhead 1964, chapter 1; Moore & Rabin 1985; Zwaan 1987, 1991; Thomas &

Weiss 1992).

It is the relation between the solar flares and the sunspots that is the motiva

tion for this work. Most sunspots are simple-their magnetic lines of force imitate

the pattern that iron filings take around a bar magnet. Some sunspots look like a

magnet that has been twisted or violently deformed. It is in the vicinity of these

sunspots, and the electric currents implied by their twisted fields, that flares occur.

It is not yet clear where these currents are generated. Two scenarios compete:

the first holds that sunspots appear at the surface with no excess stored energy

or currents, and that motions at the surface transfer kinetic energy from plasma

flows into potential energy stored as electric currents. The alternative view is that

1



perhaps the field lines are tugged and distorted deep in the solar convection zone,

thus the energy is stored before the sunspots appear at photospheric levels.

In this work I use observational methods to distinguish between these two

views. I apply these methods to a well-studied sunspot group, and through qual

itative and quantitative arguments show that surface motions cannot be respon

sible for the observed electric currents. I conclude that the currents observed in

this active region were generated deep in the solar convection zone.
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Chapter 2

History and Motivation

Solar flares release enormous amounts of energy, but the source of this energy

is still unclear. Perhaps the electric currents observed in flare productive active

regions store the needed energy for flaring? Ifso, where do such energy storehouses

originate? From where is this energy gleaned? These are the questions that form

the impetus for this study.

2. 1. Observations of Magnetic Fields in Sunspots

The very fact that the solar surface is threaded with magnetic fields was first

discovered by Hale in 1908 (Bray & Loughhead 1964, chapter 1). His early ob

servations used the atomic Zeeman effect to show that magnetic fields exist in

sunspot umbrae. The Zeeman effect on magnetically-sensitive photospheric ab

sorption lines is the basis for modern magnetic field observations of the sun. Early

magnetograph instruments such as those developed by Babcock (1953) observed

in circularly polarized light to determine the strength and direction of the line-of

sight fields. In the last 25 years, however, it has become possible to observe and

interpret all four of the Stokes parameters I, Q, U, and V of polarized light (cor

responding to unpolarized intensity, two linear polarization states and circular

polarization), so that both line-of-sight and transverse components of the solar

magnetic fields can be inferred. The methods of observing polarized light and

utilizing the Stokes vectors to infer the solar magnetic fields is reviewed in the

literature (e.g., Bray & Loughhead 1964 chapter 5; Stenflo 1985)

Quantitatively measuring the strength of magnetic fields in sunspots is ex

tremely difficult. Stray unpolarized light from the surrounding bright photosphere

can contaminate the polarized light from sunspots. Individual bundles of mag

netized plasma are usually unresolved from their unmagnetized surroundings. As

4
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a result, most magnetographs measure the magnetic flux, which is actually the

true field strength, B, multiplied by a filling-factor, j, which reflects the ratio of

magnetized to field-free plasma within the field of view (fB). Still, it is generally

accepted that individual sunspots carry 1018_1022 Mx of magnetic flux, organized

into flux tubes with field strengths ~1,000-3,000 G. The fields' inclinations, and

thus the transverse component's strength is controversial, but 500-1,500 G fields

are commonly observed around sunspots. The strengths and structures of sunspot

magnetic fields are reviewed in Thomas & Weiss (1992), and the formation, life

and decay of sunspots is reviewed by Zwaan (1992).

2. 2. Sunspot Structure

The structure of a sunspot is governed by Maxwell's relations of electricity and

magnetism. The divergence of a magnetic field must be zero:

'V'·B=O (2.1)

which is confirmed by the lack of observed magnetic monopoles. It follows that

sunspots generally occur in bipolar pairs (Bray & Loughhead 1964). For a vector

magnetic field B the curl of the lines of force describes the associated electric

current with

(2.2)

where J-lo = 471" X 10-7 H m-1 is the permeability of free space. For most sunspots,

'V'x B ~ 0, implying that the magnetic field carries little or no current.

This configuration is referred to as a 'potential field'; in vector magnetograph

observations of these sunspots, the transverse field vectors point away from a

positive-polarity (directed radially from sun center) sunspot and converge into

a negative-polarity sunspot (Figure 1). Vector magnetograms presently measure

the magnetic fields at one height in the photosphere, so no 8Bj8z information is

5



(2.3)

directly available. Thus we can only truly measure

(
oBy oB x

JloJz = V" x B), = ax - oy

and it follows that a potential structure has Jz = O.

Since magnetic lines of force are three dimensional, it is not surprising that

when a sunspot is observed at a greater height in the solar atmosphere, chro

mospheric fibrils trace the magnetic fields and confirm the structure implied by

vector magnetograms (Zirin 1972).

A fraction of sunspot groups have more complicated structures. The degree to

which magnetic field fields deviate from a potential or current-free configuration

can be seen as 'twist' or 'shear' in the photospheric transverse magnetic fields

(Figure 2; see also examples in Moreton & Severny 1968; Krall et al. 1982; Hagyard

et al. 1984; Patty & Hagyard 1986; Moore et al. 1987; Zirin & Wang 1993).

These twisted or sheared fields appear in the chromosphere as Ho fibrils and arch

filament systems lying parallel to the polarity inversion line or showing a vortical

"pinwheel" structure (Hale 1927; Zirin 1972; Tanaka 1980; Kurokawa 1987; see

also Figure 5 in Zwaan 1992). From equation 2.3 it is clear that this twisted

morphology implies current-carrying or 'non-potential' magnetic fields.

2. 3. Relationship between Sunspots and Solar Flares

The evidence is now convincing that current-carrying magnetic fields are a

necessary condition to produce solar flares. Flares can typically release 1029_1032

erg over 102-103 s. They occur preferentially in sunspot regions which have strong

magnetic fields (above 1,000G) that strongly deviate from a potential structure for

more than 10 Mm along a polarity inversion line (Hagyard et al. 1984; Moore et

al. 1987). Sunspot groups with particularly complex magnetic field configurations

called 8-spots (where sunspot umbrae of opposite magnetic polarity are located

within one penumbra) are statistically more likely to produce numerous and large

flares than simple structures called a- or ,B-spots (Tanaka 1980; Patty & Hagyard

6
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1986). In such flare-productive active regions, the inferred current densities are

regularly in the 1-100 rnA m-2 range with total currents of order 1011_1012 A for

a sunspot group (Moreton & Severny 1968; Krall et al. 1982; Romanov & Tsap

1991).

Even more directly, it has been shown that electric currents are spatially corre

lated to Ho flare emission sites even though the causal relationship is still unknown

(Moreton & Severny 1968; Hagyard et al. 1984; Machado et al. 1988; Romanov &

Tsap 1991; Leka et al. 1993; de La Beaujardiere et al. 1993). The relationship is

the strongest between the thermal-phase emission of the flares with the regions of

strong vertical current, suggesting that the free energy stored in the active region

currents may supply at least some of the power required for flares.

Energetically, active region electric currents may be able to provide the energy

needed to produce a solar flare (Carlqvist 1969; Spicer 1982; see McClymont

& Fisher 1989 for .a discussion). With certain approximations, the magnitude

and placement of the observed currents imply that store at least the 1032 erg

necessary for the largest flare. However the availability of that energy, and the

approximations used are still under investigation.

2. 4. Generation of Electric Currents in Solar Active Regions

If the picture is clear that electric currents are associated with solar flares

and may even provide the energy to produce flares, then the picture of where

these currents are generated is still murky. Two scenarios have been proposed,

and are described below. Adopting one generation mechanism over the other

has implications for our understanding of how sunspots form, how their magnetic

fields are generated, the interpretation of various phenomena observed in flare

productive active regions and the possible development of flare-prediction tools.

7



2. 4. 1. Surface Generation

One model follows from a logical interpretation of observed characteristics of

young sunspots and the solar surface. Energy from the solar interior is transported

toward the surface by convection. At the surface, the convective flows are seen as

a granulation pattern with an average 1-2 Mm size scale. Doppler velocities show

that the velocity difference between rising and down-flowing elements is of order

2 km S-1 and horizontal velocities are just over 1 km S-1 (FouIffiI 1990, chapter

5). This implies sub-hour convective turnover times.

Young sunspots usually display horizontal proper motions of order 1 km S-1 for

a short time (van Driel-Gesztelyi & Petrovay 1990 and references therein). In the

photospheric layers, the gas pressure dominates over the magnetic field pressure

(i.e., f3 =Pgas/Pmag = 2/-tPgas/B
2 ~ 1). These two facts imply that the sunspot

proper motions are caused by the plasma dragging the magnetic field lines, in the

'frozen-in' concept outlined by Alfven (1950) for a conductive plasma.

Thus, in a surface-generation model, the plasma can stretch and deform the

magnetic field lines away from a potential or current-free configuration. This as

sumes a non-zero conductivity in the photosphere as well as a high conductivity

in the corona, which is consistent with the partially- and highly-ionized states of

those two regions. The motions required to produce currents must specifically

include a vortical component: simply stretching magnetic lines of force will not

increase vertical currents. Sunspots are indeed observed to move in the manner

that would result in twist or shear for originally potential magnetic fields, and

since the (3 indeed exceeds 1.0 in the photosphere, it is logical to infer that cur

rent or magnetic shear is being generated by these motions. This conclusion has

been reached by a number of studies of evolving active regions which were Hare

productive and displayed shearing motions along the magnetic polarity inversion

line or twisting proper motions in a sunspot itself (e.g. Tanaka & Nakagawa 1973;

Krall et al. 1982; Schmieder et al. 1994).

8



It has been proposed that if the electrical conductivity of the photosphere was .

sufficiently different from that of the corona, a flux tube in the corona would

encounter a boundary of high resistivity at the photosphere. In this case, a "pho

tospheric dynamo" could generate large currents extremely quickly in the follow

ing manner: plasma flow across the field lines would produce an electric field

E = v x B across the flux tube footpoints (Stenflo 1969; Heyvaerts 1974; Kan,

Akasofu & Lee, 1983; Henoux & Somov 1987). This potential difference drives an

electric current through the corona from one photospheric footpoint to the other

and back, the electric circuit closing in a return current across the photospheric

footpoint and back through the corona.

Both surface-generation models can generate currents up to 102 mAm2 with

observed sunspot or plasma velocities (:s; 1 km S-l), on time scales that agree

with flares' occurrence rates (l/day for large flares, l/hour for smaller flares)

and durations ("" 102-103 sec). The photospheric dynamo models assume, how

ever, a small conductivity in the photosphere and the generation of extremely

high voltages-the former has been disputed because of the photosphere's partial

ionization (Melrose & McClymont 1987), and the latter is difficult to sustain on

time-scales consistent with the observed lifetimes of active region currents and the

stability of current-rich but flare-poor sunspots (Melrose 1994).

2. 4. 2. Generation in Deeper Layers

Alternatively, magnetic flux tubes may carry electric current before appearing

at the surface as sunspots. That is, the currents may be generated not by a

surface flow mechanism but by flows either in the deeper convective layers or by

the solar dynamo which is thought to generate the observed magnetic fields. In

the deeper layers, there is both more kinetic energy available to be intercepted by

the magnetic flux, and a high conductivity by which the magnetic field lines can

be dragged and twisted.

9
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This idea got support more than two decades ago as a result of observations

made in Ho light of young sunspots viewed in the chromosphere. These "emerging

flux regions" manifest themselves in the solar chromosphere as small dark 'arch'

filament systems spanning a region of enhanced Ho brightness (Bruzek 1967).

Small dark pores (isolated sunspot umbrae) are seen soon after in white light or

continuum images of the photosphere. The Ho fibrils in some emerging flux re

gions were distinctly twisted and the associated pores had odd initial orientations

and abnormal subsequent proper motion patterns (Weart 1972; see also Kurokawa

1987). Tanaka (1991) proposed that the complex proper motions and Ho fibril

patterns observed in flare-active c5-regions were the results of twisted bundles of

magnetic flux emerging to the surface.

Piddington (1978, and references therein) proposed that twisted flux "ropes"

would be more stable than current-free flux tubes as they rose through the con

vection zone. He also pointed out that current-carrying flux systems would be

more consistent with the observed characteristics of growing and decaying active

regions. Still, the theoretical basis for the stability of twisted flux ropes to kink

instabilities while being buffeted in the convection zone is quite weak.

2. 5. Implications

Two observational constraints have begun to focus attention on the question

of where active region currents are generated: the stability of these currents and

the requirements for return currents.

The morphology and magnitude of active region current systems are observed

to be stable for days even though repeated flaring occurs (Krall et al. 1982; Athay,

Jones & Zirin 1985; Leka et al. 1993; Metcalf 1992). This implies that the gen

eration mechanism is coherent not over hours, but days, and must produce or

otherwise sustain the currents over long time periods.

It is known that in the photospheric layers the gas pressure dominates at least
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for magnetic field strengths up to a few kilogauss (see, e.g., Priest 1987, Figure

2.1). This means that in a conductive plasma, the magnetic fields should follow

the plasma flow. Observations have shown that shearing, twisted or otherwise

organized flows may exist for at least hours (e.g., Simon et al. 1988). If surface

generation mechanisms are at work, the morphology, magnitude and dynamics of

active region electric currents must reflect the velocity, lifetime and dimensions of

the generating flow.

The other concern for any generation mechanism is the question of return

currents. Since from vector relations V' . V' x A =0, we have from equation 2.2

that

V' . V' x B = V' . J-toJ = 0 (2.4)

which means that the current, or the number of charges within a boundary is

conserved: currents must form closed loops. That is, if a current is generated by

twisting the footpoints of an isolated flux tube, the net current flow across that

flux tube must be zero in order to conserve the number of electrons within the

original volume.

Both surface-generation models (footpoint motion and the photospheric dy

namo) rely upon plasma flows which are coherent and lasting» 1 hr but which

also have relatively high velocity (~ 0.5 - 1.0km S-l). This is achievable in the

photosphere but is insufficient to generate and sustain currents for more than a

day. Both surface generation mechanisms also predict current closure across field

lines in the photosphere: primary and return currents should both flow into the

corona and should be observable in photospheric vector magnetograms.

There are several attractive implications of a generating mechanism which

does not sit at the solar surface. First, current closure may not be confined to

cross-field currents in the photosphere and thus the requirement of an observed

balanced return current is not as stringent. Second, in deeper convective layers

there is ready access to flows that would have days-long sustained velocities. Any

twisting they produce could remain intact for periods consistent with the stability

11



of active region currents. If active-region currents are generated with the same

mechanism which produces the magnetic fields themselves, then current closure

and lasting stability are tied directly to the longevity of the solar magnetic fields

and their necessary divergence-free quality.

A few studies (Kurokawa 1987; Tanaka 1991; see also Zwaan 1992) have be

gun to argue that invoking surface-flow mechanisms to explain the generation of

magnetic shear essentially has the tail wagging the dog: they argue that observed

sunspot motions and magnetic shear are rather a result of the emerging flux's

morphology, not the cause. In addition, McClymont & Fisher (1989) argued that

there was insufficient kinetic energy available to the flux tubes from upper-layer

convective motions to directly power major flares, even from depths of 1010 em.

If active-region currents are indeed generated at the solar surface instead of

deep in the convection zone or at the solar dynamo layer, another specific predic

tion is implied: the surface must act upon the lines of magnetic force in situ. The

bundles of magnetic flux which rise from the dynamo region to the photosphere

should arrive carrying no current and displaying the appropriate configuration.

Only after the photospheric flows have had access to this flux can the field 'twist

up' to a current-carrying morphology. It is this prediction which I test in this

dissertation.

2. 6. Present Work

The goal of this work was to determine whether the currents in solar active

regions are generated at the surface or alternatively, if sunspots are formed by the

emergence of current-carrying magnetic flux. To do this, I studied emerging flux

regions to determine whether their electric currents were generated before or after

they approached the surface layers. Several independent observing and analysis

techniques were developed, and the results were compared for consistency.

Two main projects comprise this study: the first is an exhaustive study of
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the emerging flux in a rapidly-growing sunspot group which was visible in August

1992, wherein I determined the time, structure, and magnetic connectivity of

over fifty bipoles in the activity complex. This was the foundation upon which

the second project could build: a detailed study of five uniquely well observed

emerging bipoles to determine the origin of their electric current.

In chapter 3 I describe the instrumentation and data used, and the major

.sources of error in the measurements which are later used for quantitative results.

In chapter 4 the study of the emerging flux in NOAA AR7260 is presented and in

chapter 5 the detailed study ofthe five bipoles is presented. The implications of

the results are discussed in chapter 6.

Neither chapter 4 nor 5, which comprise the bulk of this dissertation, were

completed without the help of collaborators both at the University of Hawai'i

and abroad (all of whom are listed in the individual acknowledgement sections

for the appropriate chapters). The work as presented and the synthesis of the

ideas are my own. My primary collaborators include R. Canfield, D. Mickey, T.

Metcalf, A. McClymont at the University of Hawai'i, L. van Driel-Gesztelyi now

at L'Observatoire de Paris, Meudon, and N. Nitta of Lockheed Palo Altg Research

Labs and Applied Research Corporation. The funding for this dissertation was

provided by Lockheed under NASA contract NAS8-37334 with the Marshall Space

Flight Center, by NASA Supporting Research and Technology grants NAGW 1542

and NAGW 864, and by NSF ATM-9303873.
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AR7785 05October 1994: potential field extrapolation
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Figure 2.1: An example of a potential field configuration. The vertical field is
from a vector magnetogram obtained by the University of Hawai'i Imaging Vector
Magnetograph of NOAA Active Region 7785 on 5 October 1994. The vectors are
the computed transverse field strength and direction if this region was carrying
no current, i.e., 'V x B = O. Notice that the transverse fields emanate from the
positive-polarity sunspot and converge to the negative-polarity sunspot.
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Figure 2.2: The same vertical field, and the transverse field is computed for a
non-zero \1 x B. For the most part the lines go from the positive to the negative
polarity spot although the vectors no longer cross a polarity inversion line with a
900 angle, and now have a distinct vortical structure.
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation and Data Analysis

Observations for this dissertation were centered on one active region designated

NOAAAR7260 (National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Active

Region (AR) #7260). This sunspot group crossed the visible solar hemisphere in

mid-August 1992. In this chapter, I describe the instrumentation used and the

data reduction methods employed for the emerging flux study (chapter 4) and the

study of the emerging flux's twist (chapter 5).

Primary observations were made at Mees Solar Observatory (MSO), Haleakala,

Maui and with instruments aboard the Yohkoh satellite. To supplement the night

periods in Hawai'i and often low resolution of the Yohkoh images, I obtained some

data from other research groups that had observed AR7260. The latter consist

of mostly photospheric magnetic and continuum images and some chromospheric

data, all described below.

3. 1. Polarimetric Observations

3. 1. 1. Haleakala Stokes Polarimeter

This spectrograph-based vector magnetograph ("HSP"; Mickey 1985) obtains

full Stokes I, Q, U, V profiles in two magnetically sensitive photospheric lines

FeI AA 6301.5,- 6302.5 A (9£ = 1.67,2.5 respectively) and constructs an image by

spatially rastering over a region of interest with a 6" pinhole. Raster steps of 2.8"

or 5.6" means that an active region can be covered in 1-2 hours. At each spatial

position the Stokes vectors are spectrally sampled at 0.025 A over almost 3.5 A.
AR7260 was expansive; in the nominal 1-2 hours a "low-resolution" (5.6" raster

steps) could cover the entire region while a "high-resolution" (2.8" raster steps)

18
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could only include either the large leading sunspot POa (see Chapter IV) or the

emerging flux region.

To derive magnetic flux from the Stokes profiles, two methods were used. The

"integral method" inversion technique uses the polarization signal of each vector

in the A6301.5Aline (Ronan, Mickey & Orrall, 1987). Advantages of this method

include using the entire spectral line: by integrating the entire polarization signal

it can achieve a higher signal/noise ratio than single-wavelength inversion meth

ods (aBn ~10-20 G and aB.L ~ 200 G from instrumental noise). It is very fast

computationally and because it integrates the signal, it can detect weak polariza

tion signals and measure small magnetic fluxes. Because it integrates, however,

no information about the filling factor f is available: that is, the fraction of light

within the field of view which is polarized or unpolarized is not determined, and

the results are limited to flux measurements fB, not true field strength B. (In

other words, we assume that f = 1., or that all of the light is polarized even

though this is untrue, especially with a 6" pinhole.) Unfortunately the integral

method saturates if fB exceeds approximately 1500G probably due to distortions

of the I profile relative to the Q, U or V, and will not give accurate results. Ad

ditionally this technique is sensitive to magneto-optical effects which can mimic

a non-zero V' x B in regions where there are large intensity and field gradients

(Landi Degl'innocenti 1979; Landolfi & Landi Degl'innocenti 1982; West & Hag

yard 1983). Some of these inadequacies could possibly be remedied by using both

the 6301.5 and 6302.5 A lines and comparing the results; at this time only the

6301.5 A line is used.

For fractional polarization above 1.0% we applied a least-squares fitting tech

nique (Unno 1956; Rachkovsky 1962) using the code described by Skumanich &

Lites (1987). This method also uses the entire line profile for each of the Stokes

parameters, and attempts to find a solution for nine degrees of freedom (including

the three components of B, Doppler width, filling factor, etc.) consistent with

the profiles of all four Stokes parameters and both 6301.5, 6302.5 A lines (each
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with its own thermodynamic properties, magnetic sensitivity, etc.). This has the

advantage of determining the filling factor f and the field strength B separately

(although in the final magnetogram used for analysis, the two are multiplied back

to produce a flux map consistent with the integral method results). The standard

errors in the output from the Skumanich & Lites code are of order 10% for the

field strength, 15% for the filling factor, 3° - 5° for'l/J (the inclination to the line

of-sight) and 5°- 7° for <p, the azimuthal angle. This two-line approach also treats

the magneto-optical effects explicitly. For all of these advantages, fitting the line

profiles is sensitive to noise: it will usually fail to fit data with low polarization

signals, i.e, plage areas. Thus, the results were best applied for quantitative

analysis of sunspots which were adequately sampled by the raster steps.

Final magnetic field maps were created by merging the results of the integral

and fitting techniques. Above 800 G total flux the results from the Skumanich &

Lites code was used; below 100G the results from the Ronan, Mickey & Orrall code

was used. Between 100-800 G a linear combination of the two was used, weighted

by the total flux to which method is more appropriate. The results of a merge in

which a simply 100 G cutoff was used (above which the fitting code results were

used) is shown in Figure 1. This is to be compared with the linear combination

results in Figure 2. The latter algorithm helps ensure a reasonably smooth merge,

i.e., that field strength jumps between neighboring pixels along the "merge line"

(Figure 1) will be minimized (Figure 2). While the HSP magnetograms had low

spatial resolution and a cadence of a few each day, they were the best -resource for

quantitative results and as checks against the influence of magneto-optical effects

in the magnetograms from other instruments. The HSP final magnetograms have

empirical 10" error levels averaging lOG (O"Bn) and 150G (O"B.L)'

3. 1. 2. Imaging Vector Magnetograph

The Imaging Vector Magnetograph ("IVM" j Mickey et al. 1994) is a relatively
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new instrument at Mees Observatory. Instead of a spectrograph it uses an air

spaced tunable Fabry-Perot etalon-images are taken at wavelengths tuned by the

etalon, so that the temporal scan direction is across the spectral line instead

of spatial position. For August 1992 observations, when the instrument was just

becoming operational, we used nine positions at 36 rnA spacing across the "\6302.5

A line and a continuum position at ~ 6302.0 A. The pixel size is 0.55//2 but for

routine observing on-chip binning yields 2562 1.1//2 pixels'. While the spectral

resolution was poorer than the HSP (~70 rnA vs." ~40 rnA), and only one of the

Fel lines was used, each magnetogram took less than 10 minutes to obtain and

the field of view easily included both the emerging flux region and the mature

sunspot.

The IVM data were reduced from polarization signals to a magnetic flux map

using the "derivative method" (Jefferies, Lites & Skumanich 1989). This technique

uses the weak field approximation (i.e., the Zeeman splitting is a fraction of the

line's Doppler width ~"\D: this is about 30 rnA for the A6302.5 Aline) and relates

the flux measurement to the polarization signal and the slope of the I profile dI/d,,\

at one position in the line wing. The weak field approximation can be applied for

fB:S; 1500G (for the X6302.5 Aline) with 20% errors if the inversion is performed

at about 2.8 ~"\D from line center, or about 84 rnA (Jefferies & Mickey 1991).

This close to line center, however, strong fields will tend to be underestimated and

magneto-optical effects can be substantial. To understand and account for these

effects a duplicate reduction of the IVM data was performed at 110 rnA and the

results of the two were compared when considering the magnitude of the magnetic

flux and of the currents.

The derivative inversion method, like the integral method, assumes unity filling

factor. It is inherently sensitive to magneto-optical effects because of its single-

1Spherical aberration in the telescope limited the true resolution to ~ 2.5,,2 during the
August 1992 epoch. This was alleviated with a reconfigured secondary mirror in winter 1993
and the spatial resolving power of the IVM is now limited by the atmospheric seeing during
magnetogram acquisition.
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wavelength measurement although this can be minimized as described above.

While the technique is computationallyfast, it does not take advantage of the

full line profile information, and thus has an inherently smaller signal to noise

ratio (see Appendix A). Still, a comparison to results from the Skumanich & Lites

code applied to HSP data yielded encouraging results up to very strong values of

fB (Metcalf, Canfield & Mickey 1991).

The IVM magnetograms were first used as qualitative measures of the magnetic

fields, i.e., the polarities and degree of shear. The cadence was typically a few

each day but on 19 August 1992a high enough cadence of IVM magnetograms was

obtained that a study of the growth of currents in new emerging bipoles could be

performed. We leave the discussion of inter-magnetogram comparisons to chapter

5, but remark here that for an individual IVM magnetogram the empirical 10"

levels averaged lOG (O"BII) and 180G (O"B.L) (Appendix A).

3. 1. 3. National Astronomical Observatory, Japan (NAOJ)

Vector magnetograms obtained from the magnetograph on the Solar Flare

Telescope at the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, in Mitaka, Tokyo,

were kindly provided by K. Ichimoto and T. Sakurai. The data covered AR7260

as part of their on-going active-region observing program. This imaging magneto

graph (Ichimoto et al. 1993) obtains CCD images in the wings of the FeI 6302.5 A
line at -80 rnA from line center with 0.67//2 pixels, binned to 1.3//2 in the released

data.

The polarization signals are interpreted as magnetic flux directly from LTE

transfer calculations. This analysis method can introduce up to 20% errors and

can saturate above 1800G, although the qualitative results (of primary interest

here) are minimally affected. Each magnetic field dataset includes a spatially

coincident continuum image.

The NAOJ observatory obtained magnetograms at an irregular cadence from
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22:00UT to 09:00UT from 13 August through early 24 August, with the best

temporal coverage on 20 August 1992.

3. 1. 4. National Optical Astronomical Observatories, USA (NOAO)

Longitudinal magnetograms and white-light images from the NASA/NSO Spec

tromagnetograph at Kitt Peak National Observatory (Jones et al. 1992) were

kindly provided by H. Jones and K. Harvey. The standard synoptic observing

program ran in August 1992 wherein the solar disk was scanned at least once per

day, obtaining full spectral information in the I and V Stokes parameters, from

which line depth, velocity, and the longitudinal magnetic flux were derived. The

latter were derived using a calibration valid in the weak-field approximation which

can lead to saturation effects above approximately 1500G. Again the qualitative

aspects of this data were of most concern, and so details of the errors were of little

significance. One full-disk magnetogram was available for each day in the period

12-20 August. The spatial pixel size (1.5"2
) was compromised in the 19 and 20

August magnetograms due to poor seeing.

3. 2. Chromospheric Observations

To study solar emerging flux regions it is imperative to study the phenomena

higher in the solar atmosphere in addition to simply documenting the appearance

of new photospheric pores and new magnetic field concentrations. In general,

young flux systems are bright at their edges in Ho (Martin et al. 1984), with dark

arch filament systems ("AFS") spanning the new neutral line, and downflows

occurring close to the AFS footpoints (Bruzek 1967). Surge activity or small

flares can also announce the new flux's presence (Kurokawa 1991). Therefore we

have gathered chromospheric observations (described below) and reported where

and when these phenomena occurred relative to AR7260's flux emergence.
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3. 2. 1. Mees CCD Imaging Spectrograph and Frame Grabber

The Mees CCD Imaging Spectrograph ("MCCD") obtains spectroheliograms

in the range Ho ±10 A by scanning a slit across the image from a 25cm coude

coronagraph telescope (Penn et al. 1991). The standard observing setup records

2.4"/pixel spatial and 0.38 A/pixel spectral resolution across typically a 230" x

264" field of view, building up an x, y, A data cube. An Ha-0.8 A image from a

frame-grabber video system is also captured; this monochromatic image comple

ments the MCCD data cube with a larger field of view and smaller spatial pixel

size (~ 0.5"/pixel). Over the course of 15-20 August 1992, MCCD and frame

grabber data had an average 20s cadence during the full Hawai'i observing day

except for notable periods of cirrus clouds and bad seeing on 15 and 17 August.

The MCeD data were first corrected for tilt of the spectrograph slit with re

spect to the detector, and then intensity images were extracted at line-center Ho

and in the nearby photospheric FeI 6569.2 A line. These images highlighted arch

filament systems and surges in the chromosphere and sunspots and small pores

in the photosphere. In addition, a parabolic-fit algorithm was used to determine

relative line-center Doppler velocity in Ho with a 10- detection level of 0.8 km S-I.

This was most important to confirm that a chromospheric structure which resem

bled an AFS was spatially coincident with patches of chromospheric downflows,

and thus we could identify an emerging flux region.

3. 2. 2. Domeless Solar Telescope, Hida Observatory, Japan

Three line-center Ho and two off-band Ho photographic pictures with arc

second resolution from the 60cm domeless solar telescope at Hida Observatory,

Japan (Nakai & Hattori, 1985) were provided by H. Kurokawa. All showed the

entire active region with the large spot and emerging flux region on 16 August

at approximately 22:30UT. While the non-digital nature of these pictures allowed
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only crude coalignment with vector magnetograms or MCCD spectroheliograms,

the resolution let us confirm suspected magnetic connections and the visibility of

small pores which were barely resolved in MCCD or frame-grabber data at that

time.

3. 2. 3. Solar Flare Telescope, National Astronomical Observatory, Japan

Images of NOAA AR7260 were taken on- and off-band Ho with the Ho imager

of the Solar Flare Telescope at Mitaka over the duration of AR7260's disk transit

(Ichimoto et al. 1991). The images were obtained every ten seconds, and spanned

4' x 4' with sub-arcsecond pixels. These data were available to us on video tape and

had few off-band images so that exact co-registration with photospheric or coronal

data was not possible. However, the arcsecond seeing and good temporal coverage

allowed us to examine small-scale magnetic connectivity, record chromospheric

surges and brightenings at times when other Ho data may have suffered due to

night or bad seeing conditions.

3. 2. 4. Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON)

Full-disk Ho images are routinely collected around the world as part ofthe U.S.

Air Force Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON). The archived data consisted

of low-resolution full-disk on-band Ho images, once per local observing day. These

were helpful to determine the time flux emerged if other data were not available.

3. 3. Coronal Observations

3. 3. 1. Yohkoh Soft X-ray Telescope

Both X-ray and optical images from the soft X-ray telescope (SXT) aboard

the Yohkoh spacecraft (Tsuneta et al. 1991) were used to observe the coronal
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and photospheric evolution of the AR7260 region. The optical data (centered at

,X4320 A) not only provided for identifying new photospheric features, they also

allowed the coronal data to be co-registered with ground-based data. The SXT

observes the Sun in the wavelength range 3-50 Awith an instrumental pixel size of

2.5,,2. The image cadence ranged from sub-second (in "flare mode": 160,,2 field of

view) to minutes (in "quiet mode": 320,,2 images) between successive frames with

identical observing parameters. The cadence was also influenced by the orbit of

the spacecraft which allowed approximately one hour of observations for each half

hour of spacecraft night. The coronal data were used primarily to identify new

coronal features which might indicate emerging flux. The soft X-ray images were

coaligned with vector magnetograms to help determine the connections between

regions of positive and negative magnetic field in young dipoles and also later in the

same area after substantial evolution had taken place. Although the narrow-band

images generally had low spatial resolution (binned to 5,,2) they were unimpeded

by terrestrial atmosphere, and were available for the entire disk passage of AR7260.

3. 4. Further Analysis

3. 4. 1. Resolution of the 1800 Ambiguity

Vector magnetographs observe linearly and circularly polarized light. Using

any of the inversion techniques described above, a map of the magnetic lines

of force can be generated with one drawback: while the direction of the line of

sight component of the field (BII) can be determined (toward or away from the

observer) directly from the V signal, the direction of the field perpendicular to

the line of sight B1.. is ambiguous by 1800 (or in other words, B1.. displays can use

line segments but not arrows). For a physical interpretation of the conditions at

the photosphere and to calculate J, it is imperative to determine Bx , By and Bz ,

where B, is normal to the solar surface. Further, if an active region is more than
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~ 200 from the observed disk center, projection effectscan create spurious polarity

inversion lines, and in areas where the fields are highly inclined the observed BII

can actually appear to have the opposite direction from the true Bz •

It has become standard to perform this ambiguity resolution on data from

Mees Observatory. The default method is described in detail in Canfield et al.

1993, and uses a multi-step procedure to determine the true field direction: first

the observed Bj, directions are compared to that expected from a potential field.

This is calculated by solving Laplace's equation V2 <t> = O. with BII as boundary

conditions. The direction of Bj, field is chosen to most closely agree with the com

puted field. Second, the angle between neighboring pixels is minimized, essentially

minimizing the curl or ensuring a "smooth flow", especially cross sheared neutral

lines; third we either minimize the divergence (IV· BI) in strong-field regions using

8Bzj8z from the potential field computed earlier, or alternatively in weak-field

regions the direction is chosen to minimize Jz. As a last resort, pixels for which

neither possible orientation results in a decrease in the local divergence or local

current are flagged for scrutiny by the operator.

We found that the observed region, specifically the emerging flux in NOAA

AR7260 was complicated enough that beginning with a potential-field comparison

led to unphysical results (e.g., if we assume that the currents are field-aligned, we

reject strong vertical currents along the polarity inversion line). If instead we

consider a force-free constant-o field for comparison, where a is defined by

V x B = J10 J =aB (3.1)

(and of course if a = 0 it is a potential field) the results were more reliable (see

chapter 2 Figures 1, 2 for examples of potential and constant-o fields). The best

input value for a was determined by minimizing the error between computed and

transverse B.l for -2.5 < a < 2.5 Mm- I which usually gave the best results for

a ~ -0.1 Mm- I . Using a force-free constant-o input field gave consistent ambigu

ity resolution results between magnetograms with minimal operator participation.
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We also applied a new algorithm which is based on a "simulated annealing"

approach that minimizes both IV·BI and Jz simultaneously (Metcalf 1994). While

this method gave the same results for HSP data, the results for the IVM data

were not as reliable. The reason is most likely a smaller pixel size and thus more

critically sampled data while the noise level in the transverse field is about the

same as the HSP. For either method, the "correctness" of the ambiguity resolution

was determined by comparing the implied magnetic connectivity to structures

observed in Ho or soft X-rays.

3. 4. 2. Calculation of Electric Current

The electric current Jz can be calculated with equation (2.3). The magne

togram data from both the HSP and IVM are discretized, so the derivatives are

approximated by a four-point difference method and the vertical current is calcu

lated at the intersection of four pixels. The details of the method used for data

from the HSP and IVM are described in Appendix C-the unique result is that we

keep the original resolution of the data (Fan 1991).

This calculation is performed on B, and By, and the resulting error O"J= 

AO"Bhoriz only depends on the error in the horizontal fields and on a constant

which includes physical constants and the viewing angle. (Both O"J= and O"Bhoriz are

derived in Appendix B.)

This gives, for instance, O"J= = 4.6mA m-2 in the HSP magnetogram obtained

at 00:52UT on 20 August 1992 where O"Bhor;z ~ 100 G. If we evaluate the errors

empirically by computing the standard deviation O"J= in weak-field regions, where

IBI = JB~ + Bl < 500 G, the result is 3.14mA m-2 for the magnetogram used

above. On average the empirical O"J= = 2 - lOrnA m-2 and increased with de

creasing pixel size. This is 10-20% smaller than O"Jz determined with equation C.4

in Appendix C, but for the analysis performed in Chapter V this difference is of

little significance.
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3. 4. 3. Data Co-Registration

To make full use of data from more than one instrument, it is necessary to

coalign the images or magnetic field maps with high accuracy. The study of

emerging flux then can be much more comprehensive if the information used is

not solely from the Ho chromosphere but utilizes photospheric and coronal data

as well.

This coalignment is straightforward if two datasets both produce images which

contain the sunspots. Fortunately this was the case for most instruments used in

this dissertation: magnetographs must almost by definition include information

in the Stokes I vector, the MCCD scans ±1O A which easily provides a sunspot

image, and the Frame Grabber is almost 1 A off-band. During the August 1992

time frame Yohkoh's aspect sensor camera was still providing images of the pho

tosphere. Only the Ho images from NAOJ were consistently without means for

direct coalignment with other instruments-the information from these images was

most useful to confirm magnetic connections and the existence of Ho structures

which were hinted at in MCCD or Frame Grabber images, so direct coalignment

was not needed.

With sunspot images, we chose at least four reference points (and usually of

order eight) in each frame. From these a linear transform is constructed which

allows for translation, rotation, and stretching of the first image relative to the

second. We typically find that the mean errors are of order 0.5 pixels of the ref

erence image which generally translates to less than an arcsecond. Errors greater

than one pixel are grounds to reject that transform and repeat the reference point

selection until satisfactory offsets result.
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Figure 3.1: Results from the merging process for an HSP magnetogram reduced
with the integral and fitting algorithms. The two maps were merged with a simple
threshold of 100 G. Notice the strong field gradients where the two methods did
not agree.
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Figure 3.2: The two maps merged with using the integral method below 100 G,
the fitting method above 800 G, and a linear combination of the two for mid-range
fluxes. There are still a few questionable areas, but in general the resulting map
is smoother and more believable physically.
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Chapter 4

Emerging Flux in NOAA AR7260: A Roadmap

Abstract

The active region NOAA 7260 rotated onto the north solar hemisphere as a

mature bipole: a dominant negative-polarity sunspot with trailing plage and scat

tered small spots in attendance. The dominant p spot itself had strong magnetic

fields and covered almost 400 x 10-6 solar hemispheres. For a period of seven days

beginning 14 August 1992 this active region displayed rapid and drastic evolution:

no fewer than 50 magnetic bipoles emerged in the area trailing the large sunspot,

increasing the region's magnetic flux by more than 1022 Mx. This new group of

sunspots formed a complex /3"16 configuration with two 6 spots and a high degree

of magnetic shear.

This region was very well observed by Yohkoh and various ground-based in

struments. It presented opportunities to study new emerging flux, flares, and also

the decay of a large sunspot. For the benefit of later studies we present a descrip

tion of the global characteristics of this active region, a detailed 'roadmap' of its

evolution during disk passage including the development of the two 6 regions. We

compare proper motion trends and flaring activity to observations of other 6-spots

reported in the literature. We also comment on the observed outflow of magnetic

elements from the decaying p spot.
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4. 1. Introduction

Of the thousands of active regions visible on the solar surface during a solar

cycle, occasionally one crosses the disk that attracts many scientific investigations.

Well-studied active regions in the past have provided the observational backbone

for pinnacle papers concerning emerging flux, 8 regions (twoor more umbrae of

opposite magnetic polarity within a single penumbra), magnetic shear and flares.

For example, studies of active regions in the previous two solar cycles established

some of the recent paradigms in solar physics: that enhanced flaring activity is

associated with long, sheared magnetic neutral lines (Hagyard et al. 1984; Moore

et ai. 1987), or with magnetically complex 8 spots (Tanaka 1980; Zirin & Liggett

1987). We now accept that solar features such as arch filament systems and

associated chromospheric up- and down-flows can signal impending new magnetic

flux on the solar surface, or 'emerging flux regions' ("EFR": Bruzek 1967). Studies

of earlier active regions helped establish the link between EFRs and increased

overall solar activity (Martin et al. 1984; Kurokawa 1991) and which is the basis

for one type of flare model (Heyvaerts, Priest & Rust 1977; Shibata, Nozawa &

Matsumoto 1992).

During the disk passage of NOAA Active Region (AR) 7260, (11-24 August

1992) a second sunspot group, with multiple 8-spots, emerged amidst the plage

trailing the large sunspot. Flares occurred in this area as expected from past

investigations (Tanaka 1980). Still, questions persist. Is the emerging flux the

energy source of the flares, or simply a catalyst? Why did such a rapidly growing,

magnetically complex sunspot group produce no extremely energetic flares?

This active region was well observed during its growth by numerous observa

tories and spacecraft. With the wealth of AR7260 data, research is proceeding on

the non-potential characteristics of the region's emerging magnetic field (Leka et

al. 1994b; see Leka et al. 1994a for a preliminary report), the flares associated with

the emerging flux (Nitta et aI. 1994), the relationship between microwave and soft
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X-ray emission in one particular flare (Bastian et al. 1994), the strongly polarized

radio emission associated with the dominant p-polarity sunspot (Shibasaki et al.

1994), and the relationship of "coronal transient brightenings" (Shimizu et al.

1994) to the region's evolution.

We present here the history of magnetic flux emergence as inferred from phe

nomena observed in the photosphere, chromosphere and corona as the 8-region

developed. We note the initial magnetic pairings or bipole members and describe

later observed reconnections as they relate to the active region's structure. We

map general proper motion trends for both new pores and some of the stable

spots in the group. We also note evolutionary highlights observed in the domi

nant negative-polarity sunspot, with specific attention to the apparent outflow of

magnetic flux from the large sunspot.

The goal of this chapter is to find the spatialand temporal context of the flare

or magnetic feature of later study, but we avoid anticipating or pre-empting the

conclusions of works in progress. The secondary purpose is to document in detail

the formation of a £5-region which was responsible for close to one hundred flares.

With this description in hand, it may be possible in the future to compare the

proper motions, the magnetic shear or the timing and placements of emerging

bipoles in AR7260 with the development of other £5 groups, and to predict which

emerging flux regions will form these complexes.

The data used in this study were described in the previous chapter. In §2 we

present a detailed time-line of the £5-spot's formation, highlighting bipole pairings,

proper motions and the spatial and temporal context into which the new spots

emerged. In §3 we comment on general morphology and evolution of the region

as a whole, and on the large spot which dominates this activity complex. Finally

in §4 we present a summary of the more distinctive characteristics observed.
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4. 2. Evolution of NOAA AR7260

4. 2. 1. The Roadmap: Tables and Figures

The history of the emerging flux in AR7260 is presented in Tables 4.1 and

4.2 with corresponding Figures 1-14. In Table 4.1 the first column identifies a

sunspot or group of spots with a label; this tag indicates the magnetic polarity

and rough order of appearance (see, e.g., the 'F3' listing). The preceding (p)

spots for the northern hemisphere in Cycle 22 have negative magnetic polarity.

In columns two and three we give a figure reference for the new sunspot ('3', i.e,

Figure 3) and the spot's location relative to an established feature ('SE of F2'). In

the fourth column we list phenomenon observed which foretell emerging flux. For

example regarding F3, Table 4.1 lists '15/0350, 0500(dNH); 1407(gKM)' meaning

on the 15th of August at 03:50 and 05:00UT, Ho surges were recorded ('d') in

the NAOJ Ho data ('NH') and that at 14:07UT a new region of photospheric

magnetic flux can be identified ('g') in data from the NASA/NSO Spectromagne

tograph at Kitt Peak ('KM'). The time when a photospheric pore or sunspot was

first definitively seen('1407', or 14:07UT) and with which instrument ('KW', or

NASA/NSO (KPNO) Spectromagnetograph's white-light image) are listed in col

umn five, followed by notes on the spot's proper motions (blank-unremarkable or

undetectable), the area to which it is initially magnetically connected ('P3') and

any miscellaneous notes ('inverted to H/N Law', meaning that the bipole P3/F3

appeared with the I-polarity component to the west of the p-polarity member,

reverse of the normal orientation described by the Hale-Nicholson law (Hale et al.

1919)).

The sunspots' identifiers obey the following conventions: the overall number

ing scheme is governed by the time when a spot was first observed in optical

continuum light. Those visible when AR7260 appeared around the eastern limb
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are all designated with 'PO' or 'FO', and distinguished from each other by a, {3, etc.

(see entries under 11 August, Table 4.1; see also Figure 1). Most other sunspots

simply have a number after 'P' or 'F'; members of a readily identifiable emerging

bipole have the same number designate (e.g. P11, F11). Those with a letter fol

lowing the polarity designation (e.g. 'Fa') did not have a clear magnetic partner

in their early history. Where appropriate, evolution from the initial connectivity

are described in the last column of Table 4.1.

In Table 4.2 we summarize the characteristics of numerous pores which were

observed in the vicinity of POa's penumbral boundary. We believe that these are

'moving magnetic features' ('MMF': Vrabec 1971; Harvey & Harvey 1973; Vrabec

1974; Brickhouse & LaBonte 1988). Individually, they were too numerous to track

and label but overall their behavior showed interesting trends in their generally

outward motion, associated chromospheric surges, and the like. Thus, an identifier

is listed in the first column of Table 4.2 (e.g. 'MO'), ordered relative to the time

that MMF activity started along a particular sector around POa. In column two

we list a figure reference ('2'), in column three the start and end times are listed

for when MMF flow was observed in the relevant sector ('activity visible from ...').

In the fourth column we note the general flow direction displayed by the MMF

pores ('W/SW' or west-southwest), and in the last column other phenomena are

noted which were observed simultaneously with the MMF outflow (Ho surges,

etc.).

Continuum images from various instruments are presented in Figures 1-14 and

described in the captions. The sunspots and pores are labeled with the same

identifiers used in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The lines drawn from the label to the

feature in question point as close as possible to its center. Given the limited size

of the images, not all sunspots are labeled on all figures when continuity from the

previous figure is obvious.
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4. 2. 2. The Roadmap: Identifying the Landmarks

We have taken precautions to keep the"project manageable and the identifi

cations repeatable, although given the nature of the data table entries have an

element of subjectivity. The objective limits or thresholds which were used to iden

tify a phenomena or feature are described below, as well as some of the caveats

which must be considered in a project such as this.

Table I and Figures 1-14 document the appearance and movement of those

pores which are visible for a significant amount of time (more than a few hours)

and which contributed to the development and overall structure of the active

region. For most of the photospheric continuum data, a spot or pore was 'new'

if its central darkness was more than 10% lower than surrounding quiet sun.

This is more than twice the brightness fluctuations in quiet sun. For a sunspot to

become 'distinct' from surrounding penumbra or neighboring spots, again the 10%

threshold was generally applied. In some cases a higher resolution image would

show two pores where the MCCD data would show only one; in these cases, if the

two could be confirmed by the ofiband frame grabber images, two were listed.

Using the magnetic field data, the signature of a young pore was only consid

ered if it was distinct from surrounding magnetic structures at the 2-(} level, where

o was determined in low-field areas. This was generally 50 G in BII' 100 G in Bz .

To be called a new spot or pore, any new magnetic structure required a confirming

continuum image showing a new pore within 2-5" (allowing for coalignment errors

and proper motion) within a few hours.

Arch filament systems and their associated chromospheric flows are listed as

evidence of emerging flux only if observed for suitable time spans (minutes to a few

hours) at suitable time periods (generally prior to the photospheric appearance of

a sunspot). Arch filaments were listed in Table I if at least one bright footpoint

was detected ~ 15% above the surrounding area, and the filaments could be seen

as a dark area of order 30% contrast relative to the bright footpoint. Of course
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the entire AFS structure was required to be cospatial (generally to within 3",

allowing for evolution and coalignment errors if MCCD data was not used) with

a new pore once the latter was visible. Downflows are expected to have up to

50 km S-1 in the legs of arch filament systems as seen in Ho and upflows are

expected at the 10 km S-1 level at the filament loop tops (Bruzek 1967). Since

the detection threshold for the MCCD is of order 1km S-1 in areas not confused by

flare activity, and since the MCCD pixel size is 2.4,,2 it was not unusual to detect

only the downflows. These were also required to be consistent with the pore's

position once it was visible. As the sunspot region grew more complex, overall

Ho activity increased and it became difficult to distinguish AFS phenomena from

other chromospheric structures, as noted in Table I.

Surges in Ho and soft X-rays were listed as supporting evidence for emerging

flux as described above. Their existence was by no means the basis for determining

an emerging flux episode, however it was often a preliminary clue.

The following caveats must be considered: first, because we are combining

data from various instruments, each with their own limitations, the tables and

figures are by no means complete. Specifically, the varied spatial resolution be

tween telescopes means that there will selection effects introduced, which will most

influence when we determined that a pore became visible. To acknowledge these

limitations while keeping the Table I entries repeatable we have included precise

time-stamps in the lists; the ability to pronounce a sunspot 'visible' at 18:02UT

in low-resolution data is questionable, however including the ':02' ensures that

the exact image can be retrieved. Second, wherever possible we determined the

magnetic polarity of a pore using the true vertical magnetic flux with the 1800

ambiguity in the transverse field resolved. The resulting map of the magnetic

field at the solar surface was invaluable as the sunspot group grew more com

plex; the true horizontal and vertical fields delineated magnetic connections which

were obscured by flares in the Ho data. Early in the group's evolution, however,

ambiguity-resolved vector fields were unavailable and the region was far from disk
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center. Projection effects made areas such as P1/F1 confusing, and prevented

the determination of the exact position of the polarity division. In such cases

the spatial relationship of the spots, the structure of arch filaments and the like

helped us identify and place the bipole members. Otherwise, bipole pairs and di

rect magnetic connections were determined by using two or more of the following

clues: coincidence of emergence and growth, the existence and structure of AFS

and new coronal loops, and vector magnetogram maps.

Overall, the quality of and confidence in an emerging flux episode is reflected

in columns 4 and 5 of Table I. The number of entries in column 4 reflects not

only how well an emerging bipole was observed, but what supporting evidence

was seen, aside from simply the existence of a new photospheric pore and photo

spheric magnetic structure. The largest errors are in determining the times that

a phenomena was first observed and the time that a pore truly emerges. The

largest sources of these errors are spatial resolution and time gaps, even though

so much data from around the world, and even an orbiting spacecraft, was used.

In studying a growing, evolving active region, the single most important fact is

data continuity.

4. 2. 3. Early Evolution 11-15 August

NOAA AR7260 rotated onto the disk on 11 August 1992 at 16° north latitude

with a mature preceding (negative polarity) spot, POa, and several small following

(positive polarity) spots spread along a wide, northwest-southeast swath (Figure

1). In soft X-ray images from the Yohkoh spacecraft on 11 August 1992, loop

structures were already bright, numerous and complex. The viewing angle was

extreme, however, and sunspot locations relative to these coronal loops were dif

ficult to determine. The data from the Yohkoh instruments were almost the only

source of information during this period. Nonetheless, a few short-lived soft x-ray

brightenings were observed in the south-east penumbral area of POa.
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The first clear flux emergence episode occurred at approximately Oh UT on

13 August with the appearance of a small bipolar group Pl/Fl at the eastern

edge of the existing plage (Figure 2). The pair was first seen in a Yohkoh optical

image at 04:57 UT on 14 August, as two sunspots oriented almost north/south. A

second spot located approximately 20" south-west of these appeared in the NAOJ

magnetogram at 23:09UT 14 August, and a third small pore group appeared

in the KPNO magnetogram from 14:07UT 15 August. The polarities of these

individual features were difficult to determine because of projection effects; but we

believe that this group of pores was a bipolar complex because its appearance was

accompanied by a new, highly localized soft X-ray loop structure. Observations

made later, when the viewing angle was less extreme, showed that Fl probably

emerged closer to the solar equator and to west of PI, opposite to the orientation

predicted by the Hale-Nicholson Law (Hale et al. 1919).

Late on 14 August a bipole emerged northeast of POa (P2, F2, Figures 2,3)

hailed by enhanced Ho brightness in SOON data at 14:32UT and SXR surge ac

tivityat approximately 15:00UT. The first pore appeared at 21:22UT in Yohkoh

optical images; from the 23:09UT NAOJ magnetogram it is clearly I-polarity.

Although enhanced p-polarity field exists at 23:09UT there were no pores visible

there until 15 August at 05:30UT when the P2 sunspot was identified with confi

dence. In addition to these two new bipoles, a few small i-polarity regions also

appeared during this time (e.g. Fa, Fb; Figure 2).

Over 15 August three new distinct bipoles had emerged by 14:07UT when the

KPNO magnetogram was recorded. Various data, including those from MSO,

suffered untimely gaps during this period. Nonetheless the appearance of P3/F3

(Figure 3), P4/F4 (Figure 4) and P7/F7 (Figure 3) is unquestionable, all showing

Ho arch filament systems and new patches of strong magnetic flux.

By the end of 15 August, the stage was set-the preliminary 2 X 1021 Mx of

flux emerged and defined the borders of the 0 configuration which would appear

in the coming days: P2 and F2 stood at its west and north edges (respectively),
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Pl/Fl at the southern limit (Figure 3) and the third bipole P3/F3-the eastern

edge. In addition, the P7/F7 pair drew attention to the plage area northeast of

POa where substantial flux emergence would occur along a plaited north/south

polarity inversion line over the following two days.

The first episode of moving magnetic feature (MMF) activity was well ad

vanced by this time in the southwestern penumbral regions of POa (Table 4.2).

In high-resolution white-light and Ho off-band images many pores were visible at

the penumbral boundary. Movies showed that these pores generally moved away

from POa, although with low spatial resolution (e.g. the MCCD) the phenomena

can mimic a dramatic expansion of the penumbra. Some pores followed nearly

identical trajectories consistent with previous studies (Harvey & Harvey 1973).

We observed, however, that in some instances the pores appeared to slow their

travels and coalesce into a small sunspot. The first example is the formation of

FMO from outflow in the MO sector late 15 August (Table I and Figure 3). In He

there were long (tens of arcseconds) dark filaments which formed around POa that

coincided with MO. Numerous tiny short-lived Ho brightenings were also seen in

this area during this time, as were brief coronal brightenings (Table 4.2; see also

Canfield et al. 1994).

In the same vein, we note that while POa was at extreme eastern longitudes,

many soft X-ray brightenings occurred at what appeared to be POa's southeast

edge. If we suppose that this was an earlier episode of MMF activity, then it may

be that POp, Fa, and Fb were examples of MMF-coalescence like FMO, as were

other small spots described in Table 4.2.

4. 2. 4. The First 8 Region: 16-17 August

From 16-17 August there was a drastic growth period in terms of the magnetic

flux, the increased number of spots, and the group's overall complexity. The

orientation of the sunspot complex was defined: bipoles which appeared 16-17
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August filled in the boundaries defined above, and emerged parallel to each other

in a northwest/southeast orientation (e.g. P10/FlO, P16/F16, P18/F18; Figures

4, 5). They appeared in close vicinity to each other and in rapid succession,

forming the first <5-configuration. This process was initially consistent with the

'first' class of <5-spots described by Zirin & Liggett (1987), i.e. a <5 spot which

formed from emerging, 'intertwined' bipoles. However the P3/PIO complex moved

(at ~ 0.1 km S-I) towards POa and not only approached the extant plage fields,

but encountered new magnetic flux in its path (e.g. F25, F26 and F32; Figures

6b, 7). These collisions between growing flux systems agreed more with the 'third'

class of Zirin & Liggett's <5-spot classifications, where a <5 configuration is formed

by two growing sunspot groups, the p-polarity of one encroaching upon the f
polarity of the other. Hence it is not clear exactly how the first <5-spot, and its

~ 5 x 1021 Mx of new flux fits into their scheme. Constant activity (soft X-ray

transient brightenings, Ho surges) took place 'in front of', or at the western edge

of the growing and voyaging p-polarity flux although no flares occurred which

peaked above 4 x 10- 6 W m-2 in the GOES 1-8A channel (GOES class C-4: Solar

Geophysical Data 1992). Consistent with the observations of Zirin & Lazareff,

1975, there were numerous type III radio bursts during this time (SGD 1992)

although further comment is not in the scope of this chapter.

The locations and subsequent proper motions of the emerging bipoles can be

used to map the sub-surface structure of the spots' flux bundles (Tanaka 1991;

van Driel-Gesztelyi & Leka 1994). In this case the inferred sub-surface structure

disagrees with the simple "n" shape that a buoyantly rising flux tube which is an

chored at both ends would have. For example, the p-polarity spots moved almost

directly west and companion f-spots moved to the east/southeast consistent with

the expectation that growing bipoles separate (Bray & Loughhead 1964; Sheeley

1969; Harvey & Martin 1973). What is noteworthy here is that while bipoles

may first appear at any angle relative to the solar equator (Weart 1970), the sus

tained north/south separation between the bipole elements is unusual, especially
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since it radically departs from the direction preferred by Joy's Law (by which the

p spot should be closer to the equator than the accompanying I spot) (Weart

1970; Zwaan 1992 and references therein; see Leka et al. 1994b for a detailed

discussion). Throughout this flux growth, the magnetograms showed transverse

magnetic fields which ran nearly parallel to the polarity dividing line (Figure 15).

The proper motions, AFS morphology and electric current signal the emergence

of twisted flux tubes; these issues are discussed in depth in Leka et aI. 1994a, b.

Over the course of these two days, the MO sector of magnetic outflow from the

POa penumbra quieted. Two new areas of MMF activity began between 15 and

17 August (Ml and M2: Table 4.2, Figure 5 and 6a) accompanied by the same

type of Ho and soft X-ray activity as we saw associated with MO.

4. 2. 5. The Second 8 Region 18-24 August

With the emergence of P29 on 18 August, an 'island' of p-polarity appeared

south of the P3/PI0 area established earlier. The bipoles which emerged here

over the following two days were oriented in the same northwest/southeast direc

tion as the P3/PlO complex. This magnetic island encroached upon the existing

I-polarity row of spots running northwest/southeast (F23, FlO+F17, Fc+F16;

Figures 8, 9, 16, 18). This was a clearer example of the 'third class' of 8-spot

outlined by Zirin & Liggett 1987, for it exactly obeyed their definition: "(formed)

by collision between two separate but growing bipolar spot groups, the leader of

one colliding with the follower of another".

Also on 18 August, the main p-polarity inclusion (P3/PI0) displayed another

'growth spurt'. The older spots were left behind as P36 (Figure 9) increased in

area and magnetic flux and displayed dramatic proper motion. A clear separation

between the old and new developed at 02:30UT on 19 August. A similar event

occurred at 21:25UT 19 August when P48 (Figure 11) grew rapidly and traveled

west at nearly 0.3 km S-l, leaving behind P3/PlO and P36 (Figure 12).
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Meanwhile, the I-polarity regions did not remain quiet. F50 grew and moved

eastward along the p-polarity island formed by P29, P47, P50 and weak-field

regions therein. At the same time, the long-established I-polarity regions on

the south-east edge of the sunspot group (e.g. F18+F33, F10+F17, Fc+F16,

F28+F35+Fj, etc.; Figure 10) continued to coalesce into larger, stable sunspots

and move generally to the south. The I-polarity spots at the group's southern

boundary i.e. FI6+Fc, F49, and the F28 complex, moved west so that they

appeared to 'hook' around the P29 flux island (Figure 17). While the nominal

O.lkm sec" velocities were not unusually fast, the sustained west direction for

mature I-polarity flux is atypical.

After 20 August the activity complex showed only minor growth, continued

motions in the directions mentioned above, and large-scale reorganization in the

corona. Almost 8 x 1021 Mx had emerged between 18 and 20 August, so that the

entire second spot group peaked at about 1.3 x 1022 Mx. By 22 August, AR7260

was approaching the west limb, making it increasingly difficult to document flux

emergence and determine new magnetic polarities. Moreover, the chromospheric

and coronal activity was high, at a sustained C-2 GOES level (SGD 1992) hin

dering our ability to detect new coronal SXR loops or chromospheric downflows,

or to distinguish new arch filament systems from post-flare loop systems (Figure

18). We do see another bipole, P55/F55 emerge between POa and the 8 group,

although the data coverage was poor at this time (Figures 13, 14).

The MMF activity was intense in the northern and western sectors of POa's

penumbra after 18 August. While the MO, M1 and M2 sectors quieted, M3, M4

and M5 all displayed vigorous magnetic outflow (Figures 10, 11), Ho penumbral

fibrils (Figure 18), Ho surges and coronal brightenings.

4. 3. Discussion

Over fifty bipoles emerged over the course of 11-24 August 1992 forming an
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extremely complex (3"10 magnetic configuration. No fewer than six bipoles emerged

with an orientation opposite the Hale-Nicholson polarity rule, i.e. they emerged

with the I-polarity west of the p-polarity. There was a propensity for bipoles to

emerge oriented with the p-polarity north-west of the I-polarity and keep this

orientation for more than 24h, obeying the Hale-Nicholson law but disobeying

Joy's law. The sustained north-west/south-east orientation is also contrary to

studies which found that nearly all regions which survive more that a few days

orient themselves to the "correct" tilt (Weart 1970). Indeed, the orientation is

also opposite what is expected from the effects of the Coriolis force on a rising

flux tube (D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993).

The emerging flux region formed two o-regions, one centered around PlO/P36

and the other around P29. In both areas the transverse magnetic field lay almost

parallel to the polarity inversion line, which were reflected in the chromosphere by

complex Ho filaments (Figures 16, IS). The principal neutral line ran between the

PI0/P36/P48 complex and the F40/F41 band, west to the P45/P52 area (Figure

16). The horizontal magnetic fields were sheared more than 80° along the entire

length of this inversion line and easily satisfied the criteria for high flare activity

proposed by Moore et al. (1987). Yet AR7260 produced only 6 flares which peaked

above 10-5 W m-2 in the GOES I-sA channel (GOES class M), the most energetic

peaked at 4 x 10-5 W m-2, or M-4.0 (SGD 1992).

The proper motions were, to first order, consistent with expected patterns.

P-polarity bipole members separated from the I-polarity poles as pairs emerged,

however in a few cases as much as 20Mm north/south separation persisted between

the two, with p north of I-polarity. Even after the initial emergence, after the

pores coalesced to stable umbrae, there were unusual proper motions The 'hook'

motion described in §4.2.5 (Figure 17) continued to move many I-polarity spots

away from the Hale-Nicholson configuration. The late-emerging p-spots sustained

up to 0.5km sec-1 velocities for more than 48 hours, a rate typical of emerging

flux but large for mature spots (Harvey & Martin 1973; Zwaan 1992). Finally,
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the emerging flux region as a whole behaved quite independently from POa aside

from some large-scale coronal connections between the two.

POa was a large ellipsoidal sunspot, with a penumbra stretching approximately

75Mm east-west and almost 130Mm north-south. The penumbra was on average

almost 50Mm wide. POa was visible from our earliest observations but not in

the previous solar rotation, indicating that it formed on the invisible hemisphere.

Indeed POa showed three characteristics of older decaying sunspots. First, POa

conformed to the classic picture of a mature sunspot: it was nearly round with

multiple distinct umbrae, it was surrounded by a moat of i-polarity and it lacked

a coherent trailing i-polarity sunspot group (Figure 1) (Bray & Loughhead 1964;

Zwaan 1992). Second, a small light bridge was visible beginning 04:00 12 August

when POa had rotated sufficiently on to the disk to see its structure in some

detail. The split ran almost directly east-west and widened from 2.2Mm across

its center on 17 August 01:23 to 4.5Mm on 19 August at 23:51UT (Figures 8,11).

Third, as discussed in Harvey & Harvey (1973) the MMF phenomenon is primarily

associated with decaying sunspots. While it was impossible to record each MMF,

a few notes about the general behavior follow. While the size generally agrees

with other MMF observations (~ 5", Vrabec 1974) and we see these features as

small flux concentrations in magnetograms, we also do see them in continuum

and off-band Ho images. The MMF activity was never distributed isotropically

around POa; instead, distinct azimuthal sectors showed high MMF activity for

a day or so. The vigorous outflow from one area would quiet eventually, and a

different sector would become active, although there was certainly overlap in start

and end times between sectors. This propensity for a range in azimuth to actively

shed flux through MMF activity is consistent with the "severance of a sheath of

flux bundles" proposed by Harvey & Harvey (1973). Sometimes the magnetic

elements displayed a velocity component parallel to the umbral edge (e.g. M2,

Figure 6a), so that it appeared the MMF streamed not only away from penumbra

but around it. The coalescence of MMF pores to a stable sunspot was mentioned
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earlier-here we note only that these sunspots generally persisted for at least 24

hours, longer than the few-hour lifetime of even the largest individual MMF pores

(Nye, Thomas & Cram 1984). We also note the prevalence of increased levels

of activity, specifically large Ho filament structures, Ho surges or tiny flares and

coronal events in the vicinity of MMF outflow. As one sector's outflow abated,

we saw fewer chromospheric and coronal events in that area.

The magnetic fields in NOAA AR7260-both in POa and in the emerging flux

region-challenged the methods used to measure them. The size of POa's umbra

lessened the problem of stray unpolarized light entering the HSP's pinhole; conse

quently the a polarization components in the HSP spectroscopic data were com

pletely split. The least-squares analysis indicated field strengths of nearly 3,OOOG

in the umbra and nearly unity filling-factors. This agrees with the field strengths

inferred from strongly polarized microwave emission (Shibasaki et al. 1994) and

is consistent with earlier studies of large sunspot umbrae (Zwaan 1968; Zwaan &

Buurman 1971). In magnetograms (Figure 16), true current-carrying structures

must be distinguished from magneto-optical artifacts introduced by large inten

sity and magnetic field gradients (West & Hagyard 1983). Magnetographs which

sample the polarization signal at a single wavelength are most susceptible to this

error, but spectrograph-based data from the IVM and HSP showed that the hori

zontal fields were twisted present, even when the inversion method treats Faraday

rotation explicitly (i.e. the Skumanich & Lites code, 1987). POa's large-scale

twist was confirmed in other ways: Ho penumbral fibrils, tracing the transverse

magnetic fields in the chromosphere (Zirin 1972), were curved and mimicked pho

tospheric magnetograms (Figure 18). The soft X-ray coronal structures from POa

also showed a distinctive pin-wheel pattern in the same direction as both the

vector magnetograms and the Ho structures (Figure 19). We believe that POa

was not a simple potential-field sunspot but carried vertical electric current which

affected the large-scale coronal structure as well as the local photospheric and

chromospheric structures.
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The shear in the emerging flux areas specifically posed challenges to the 1800

ambiguity resolution algorithms. The transverse fields along the primary neutral

line between P36-P48 and F40-F41 were sheared to such a degree that an initial

comparison to a potential field configuration (the first step in the Canfield et

al. 1993 algorithm) led to incorrect results. We found that a first guess based

upon a force-free field with a = -0.15 Mm-1 led to better agreement with both

Ho images and physical constraints (disallowing strong vertical currents along

vertical-field inversion lines, smooth-flow constraints, etc.-see Canfield et al. 1993

for a discussion). The morphology of the magnetic field in AR7260 made it clear

that ambiguity resolution algorithms must be carefully checked when they are

applied to complicated sunspot groups.

One concluding comment about NOAA AR7260 and its evolution actually

refers to NOAA AR7276 which crossed the disk 8-18 September at the same

Carrington longitude and latitude as AR7260. This active region was apparently

the decaying fragments of AR7260, and decreased in area from 310 to just over

100 x 10-6 solar hemispheres by 14 September. Between 14 and 17 September,

however, new spots increased the total area back to 440 x 10-6 hemispheres and

the soft X-ray brightness increased dramatically as AR7276 rotated off the west

limb. Since AR7260 behaved like a new sunspot group (the 8-complexes) in close

proximity to an old group (POa) and since later NOAA AR7276 grew where the

remnants of AR7260 lay, one could argue that three spot groups appeared at

nearly the same position on the sun. These co-spatial appearances of magnetic

flux supports the concept of an 'activity complex' defined by Gaizauskas et al.

1983 (or 'activity nest': Brouwer & Zwaan 1990).

4. 4. Summary

We have presented a detailed account of the emergence and evolution of the

"fastest growing sunspot region in this solar cycle" (MacIntosh, 1994). Both 8
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regions formed from bipoles emerging in a northwest/southeast direction, and

neither re-oriented itself to the proper southwest/northeast angle expected from

Joy's law during the time the spots were visible on the disk. We find that the

formation of the first of the two 8 configurations did not fall neatly into the

categories described by Zirin & Liggett, 1987. Rather it was formed both by close

proximity of emerging bipoles to each other and by the motion of p-polarity spots

into regions of i-polarity flux. We saw that even when some sunspots achieved

stability after their initial growth, they continued moving in directions which

did not re-orient them to the proper angle relative to the solar equator. This

is contrary to the proper motions observed in the well-studied 8-group McMath

13043 of July 1974 (Tanaka 1991). The complicated manner in which AR7260's

8-groups formed and the proper motions the spot displayed support the idea that

the flux tubes had an inherently complicated structure prior to their appearance

as sunspots (Leka et el. 1994a, b).

Around POa, the moving magnetic feature phenomena showed qualities that

have not been fully documented in previous literature. First, we found that dis

crete sectors around POa display MMF outflow at any given time. This confirms

observations of Harvey & Harvey 1973, and also agrees with reports which had

limited temporal coverage (e.g. Wallenhorst & Topka 1982). Second, the MCCD,

frame-grabber, and IVM observations confirmed that the MMF are visible as

pores in optical continuum, off-band Ho and photospheric line (FeI -X6569.2A)

spectroheliograms. Third, we noted the existence of chromospheric activity (Ho

fibrils, mass motions, 'surges) and coronal activity (short-lived brightenings, small

flares or surges) associated with times and locations of MMF outflow. Fourth, we

documented the formation of stable pores and small sunspots from MMF outflow.

While most MMF pores disappear, some trajectories are replenished again by new

moving features-occasionally this outflow coalesces to form small, stable sunspots

(e.g. FMO, FM1a).
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Figure 4.1: Continuum image from NAOJ flare magnetograph telescope 13 August
1992 23:01UT. For Figures 1-14, the direction to disk center is indicated by an
arrow at the bottom right corner. The image scale is also indicated. For all figures,
heliographic north is up, west to the right unless otherwise indicated.
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Figure 4.2: NAOJ magnetograph continuum image, 14 August 23:09UT.
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Figure 4.3: KPNO Spectromagnetograph continuum image, 15 August 14:07UT.
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Figure 4.4: KPNO spectromagnetograph continuum image, 16 August 13:55UT.
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Figure 4.5: Continuum image from the Imaging Vector Magnetograph (IVM),
Mees Solar Observatory, Hawaii, 17 August 01:21UT.
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Figure 4.6: (a) IVM continuum image, 17 August 18:43 UT.

Figure 4.6: (b) same, detail.
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Figure 4.7: KPNO Spectromagnetograph continuum image, 18 August 14:23UT.
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Figure 4.8: Mees Solar Observatory OCD Imaging Spectrograph (MCCD), pho
tospheric spectroheliogram, 18 August 18:18UT.
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Figure 4.9: MCCD continuum spectroheliogram, 19 August 03:01UT.
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Figure 4.10: MCCD continuum spectroheliogram, 19 August 17:21 UT.
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Figure 4.11: MCCD continuum spectroheliogram, 20 August 04:05UT.
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Figure 4.12: MCCD continuum spectroheliogram, 20 August 17:13UT.
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Figure 4.13: MCCD continuum spectroheliogram, 21 August 04:11UT.
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Figure 4.14: NAOJ magnetograph continuum image, 22 August 06:30UT.
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Figure 4.15: Hawaii Stokes Polarimeter vector magnetogram, 16 August 18:33UT.
Grey scale shows vertical magnetic field (black: negative, white: positive) and
length/direction of arrows show the transverse fields (minimum field plotted is
200G). Sunspots are contoured in black, white contours indicate the polarity in
version line. The magnetogram was scanned in terrestrial coordinates (P=16.7°)
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Figure 4.16: HSP vector magnetogram, 19 August 17:24UT. Same as Figure 17
(except P=17.6°).
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Figure 4.17: MCCD continuum spectroheliogram, 19 August 17:21 UT, with
proper motions of various sunspots indicated by length and direction of arrows
(maximum approximately 0.5 km/sec),
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Figure 4.18: H-alpha line-center image from the Flare Telescope, NAOJ/Mitaka,
19 August 01:12UT, centered at N15, W12. Axis is approximate scale in arc
seconds, black/white contours indicate -100G/100G vertical magnetic fields from
IVM magnetogram at 01:21UT. Features to note: (a) arch filament system as
sociated with the emergence of F34 and the growth of P29, (b) two neutral-line
filament systems along sheared neutral lines, (c) penumbral filaments associated
with M3 and M4 activity, (d) other filaments showing large-scale twist of Pllo 's
magnetic fields.
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Figure 4.19: Yohkoh SXT image, centered at N17 E9 at 02:55UT 17 August 1992,
contour shows the position of POa and the emerging flux region and axes show
the scale in arcseconds. The large-scale twist is evident in the coronal structures
emanating from POa's penumbra-the pinwheel shape is visible both in the faint
loops to the north and the brighter loops which connect towards the delta-spot.
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Table 4.1 notes: Columns are as follows: (1) Spot/pore identification (2) first
figure where spot is labeled. (3) location relative to other features (4) time de
scription phenomena associated with emerging flux (see below for codes) (5) time
when pore or spot is first observed in a visible continuum image (6) proper motion
direction, (7) initial magnetic counterpart, (8) notes. Phenomena codes:

a = arch filament system, clearly visible with footpoints, dark arches

b = chromospheric downflows
c = SXR surge or transient brightening

d = Ho surge activity
e = new coronal loop system
f = new chromospheric feature or area of increased brightness (other than a

distinctive AFS)

g = new photospheric magnetic region, seen in vertical or line-of-sight mag
netogram

* = phenomenon/pore is visible after data gap (in quality or existence) of
more than one hour.

** = region was too active to distinguish AFS, downflows, or other (non
photospheric) evidence of emerging flux.

Instrumentation codes:

MS-Mees Solar Observatory (MSO) CCD Imaging Spectrograph (MCCD),
photospheric and chromospheric spectroheliograms.

MI-MSO Imaging Vector Magnetograph, vector magnetograms and optical
continuum images.

MP-MSO Haleakala Stokes Polarimeter, vector magnetograms and optical
continuum images.

MF-MSO Frame Grabber off-band Ho image.

NH-National Astronomy Observatory of Japan Ho
NM-NAOJ Flare-Telescope Magnetograph, longitudinal magnetogram.
NW-NAOJ Flare-Telescope Magnetograph, white-light (optical continuum)

image.

YN-Yohkoh Narrow-band (optical) image
YS-Yohkoh Soft X-ray Telescope image

KM-Kitt Peak National Observatory longitudinal magnetogram.
KW-KPNO optical continuum image.
SB-SOON Boulder Ha image.
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Table 4.1

Roadmap: List of Landmarks

LD. Fig. Location Time

(evidence of emergence)

Time

(photosphere)

motion mate NOTES

llAugOOOO-12Aug2359UT (mostly what it came around with ...)

POa 1 Big P spot

POp 1 small P spots
E/NEof POa

PO")' 1 small pore to
NE ofF06

FOa 1 group of spots
far to E of

-.T POa0)

FOP 1 small group
of spots E
of POp

FO")' 1 group
companion
with POI'S
of FOP

FOb 1 small spot to
S/SE of POa

many, including
F06
FOP and north

FO")'

(unclear)

POa/smalllocal

POI

POa/POa
penumbral
region



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

LD. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

13AugOOOO-2359UT

14AugOOOO-2359UT

PI 2 SE ofFOa 13/1750, 1930, 2127, 0457*(YN) Fl PI fades ; inverted
15/0720 (cYS); 13/2301 to H/N Law; uncer-
(gNM); 14/0300 (aNH); tain of polarity division
14/0021 (dNH) position

Fl 2 S/SE of PI 13/1750, 1930, 0457*(YN) PI group of small spots
2127, 15/0720 (cYS);
13/2301(gNM); 14/0300

-J (aNH); 14/0021 (dNH)-J

F2 2 E of POa, N 14/1432 (fSB); 2250 2122* (YN) P2 group of small spots
ofFOa (aNH); 14/1503, 1524

(cYS, eYS);
Fa 2 NE of POr; 14/1510 (c?YS); 2154 2309 (NW) group

(e?YS); 2309 (gNM) of spots; constant evo-
lution since~0830 UT.

Fb 2 SE of POr; 14/1510 (c?YS); 2154 2309 (NW) group of spots
(e?YS); 2309 (gNM)

15AugOOOO-2359UT

P2 3 SWofF2 1432 (fSB); 2250 (aMF); 0530 (NW) F2
14/1503, 1524 (cYS,
eYS)



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

LD. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES
(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

P3 3 E ofF3 15/0350, 0500 (dNH) 1407 (KW) WNW F3 connectivity deter-
mined by time/location
ofEFRs only

F3 3 SE ofF2 15/0350, 0500 (dNH); 1407 (KW) P3 inverted to H/N Law
1407 (gKM)

F4 5 ENE ofF2 15/1407 (gKM), 1933* 1407 (KW) P2/vicinity substantial growth be-
(aMF)j 15/0750 (dNH); ginning
2055 (bMS) 2357 (MF). connects to

P2/P4 initially, later to
PlO

F5 4 S/SE of F2; 2100* (aMS, aMF, 1407 (KW) P10/vicinity
-t ESE ofP2 bMS?)
00

Fc 4 E ofF5 0538 (cYS, small); 1407 (KW) (possibly small local
1407 (gKM)j 0350, 0500 connectivity)
(dNH)

P7 3 NNE of POa 15/1407 (gKM), (bMS) 1407 (KW) F7/vicinity
during HI obs; 15/0750
(dNH)j 0346 (eYS); 0538
(cYS)

F7 3 ENE ofP7 15/1407 (gKM), (bMS) 1407 (KW) P7 group of pores stretch-
during HI obs; 15/0750 ing NW/SE
(dNH); 0346 (eYS)j 0538
(cYS)

P4 4 WofF5 2055*(bMS, aMS?)j 2103(MF) F4 later connects to F5
1728(eYS)j 2348(aMS)* then later to north or

plage W of PlO.



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

LD. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

FMO 3 SWofPOa 2342 (MS)* S/SE POa penumbra coalesced from MMF
activity (MO)

F8 4 E of POa 1817* (aMF, aMS, 2348 (MS)* MMF/small disappears by 16/2259
bMS)j 2159 (cYS?, eYS) pore in POa

penumbra
P9 4 S of POa 2126* (bMS) 2352 (MS)* S Pore SE of POa H/N reversed; Later

connects to pIage area
SE ofF8

16AugOOOo-2359UT

-.l
c.o

P10 4 E ofP3 0541 (eYS), 0530 (aNH)j 0644* (NW) W FlO grows, leaving P3 be-
(aMF, aMS, bMS) per- hind; large proper mo-
sist 1800-2400UT tion (~0.1 km S-l)

Fll 4 SE ofF5 (dNH?, cYS?) 0500* (YN?) S Pll or NE H/N reversed?

F12 4 SSWofF5 1400 (eYS) (earlier?) 0810 (NW) SW P4 (SE edge)

FlO 4 E/SE ofF5 16/1530 1355 (KW) W/SW PlO
(eYS)j 1815* (bMS)1355
(gKM)j (cYS) at 0900,
1054, 1211, 1441, 1550

F13 4 E/SE ofF5 2141 (aMF, aMS)j 2248 1355 (KW) SW P3 (E edge?)
(bMS) (both intensify as
grows)

Fd 4 N ofF8 1355 (gKM) 1355 (KW)



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

I.D. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

FMla,b 5 SE of POa coalesced from MMF
(Ml) activity

Pll 5 S ofFc 1700 (YN), W Fll or Fc B/N reversed
1815*MS

P14 5 NE of POa 1700 (eYS?) 1815* (MS) F14 reconn. Growth through 2052
to S/SW and/or
small local

F14 5 NE of POa 1700 (eYS?) 1815* (MS) P14

F15 5 S ofP/F14 1815* (MS) POp/vicinity POp fades at this time

P16 s N/NE of 2028 (eYS), 1945 (bMS); 2007 (MS) NW F18/F13 two small p spots? con-
Pll 1950,2105,2203 (cYS) neet to F16 vicinity?

00 P17 5 NW ofF14 2054 (bMS)?; 1909 (eYS) 2143 (MS) F15, or farther0
to north north

F18 5 E ofP16 1815* (bMS) 2319 (MS) S/SW P16 or P18 grows
dramatically; may later
connect to P22/vicinity

17AugOOOO-2359UT

F19 5 W ofF13; E 16/2000 (aMF) 0048 (MS) S/SW PIO/vicinity
ofF5

F20 5 E ofP/F14 16/2100 (bMS) 0118 (MP) P20/vicinity 0118 as distinct spot;
although growing prior
to 0118UT.

F16 5 E/SEofPll 0230 (aMF, aMS, bMS) 0121 (MI) NE Pll or P16



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

J.D. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

P18 5 SE ofP3 0121 (MI) F181 F19 0300 as pore - growth
evident before that
time.

Fe 6a S ofF20 0320 (MS)

P20 6a S of P17, 0630 (eYS)?? 0625 (YN) F20/vicinity
F14

P21 6b E of P10, N 1558* (gKM) 1558* (KW) F5 vicinity BIN reversed?
ofP18

P22 5 S ofPlO 1558* (gKM) 1558* (KW) FlO or F19

F23 6b WofF5 1558* (gKM) 1558* (KW) P10 Wedge
F24 6b between F23 1558* (gKM) 1558* (KW) PlO Wedge or BIN reversed

00 and F12 P22to-'

Ff 6b W of Fll, 1558* (gKM) 1558* (KW) group of pores
S of main
EFR region

Fg 6b S/SE ofP20 1558* (gKM) 1558* (KW) POa penumbra?

F25 6a W/NW of 0939 (eYS)?; 1610 (eYS) 1632 (YN); PlO, N edge grows; BIN reversed
PlO 0942? (YN)

F26 6b SW ofF25 1813* (bMS) continues 1813* (MS) S/SW PlO, N edge BIN reversed; motion
through OhUT turns almost SE

F27 8 NWofF23 2044 (MS) S PlO, Wedge



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

J.D. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

18AugOOOO-2359UT*

F28 7 NW ofFll 0430 (aMF, aMS) 0454 (YN) SW NE of P29 later connection to P29

P29 7 S of FlO 1254 (YN), SW F29 P29 develops into new
group 18/0400 p-polarity island; later

(MS)? connect to F28 or F10j
H/N reversed initially

F29 7 SW ofP29 1254 (YN), 18/0400 P29 f F30
(MS)?

P30 7 N ofPlO 1423* (gKM) 1423* (KW) S/ F30 fades

00
merges with

~ PlO

F30 7 E ofP30 1423* (gKM) 1423 * (KW) P30 fades?

F31 7 W ofP16 1423* (gKM) 1423* (KW) S P31 fades

P31 7 NW ofF18 0150 (gNM); 1423* 0150 (NW)j W F31 merges with P10 group
(gKM) 1423* (KW)

P32 7 SW ofP10 1423* (gKM) 1423* (KW) F32 H/N reversed?

F32 7 WofPlO 1423* (gKM) 1423 * (KW) P32 cancellation as
PlO moves Wj numer-
ous small flares

*Overall activity is very high at this time, which makes it difficult to distinguish AFS and chromospheric downflows from post-flare
loops and mass motions associated with flares.



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

LD. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

P33 7 SW ofP31 0150 (gNM)j 1423* 0150 (NW); F33 fades
(gKM) 1423* (KW)

F33 7 W ofF18 0150 (gNM)j 1423* 0150 (NW); P33 coalesces with F16
(gKM) 1423* (KW) group

Ph 7 SSE ofPlO 1423* (gKM) 1423* (KW) FlO/vicinity? fades/coalesces?

Pi 7 N of F-bar 1423* (gKM) 1423* (KW) FlO/vicinity? fades

FM3a 8 ENE of POa coalesced from MMF
(M3) activity

19AugOOOO-2359UT

00
CJ.:l F34 7 SW ofF28 0130* W/SW P29/vicinity 0130 seeing improves;

(MS); maybe P29 region increasing
18/1423* flux

F35 7 S of F28 0130* (MS) P39 0130:seeing improves
Fj 9 SW ofF28 0149 (gMI) 0130* (MS)j SW separates from F28

0149 (MI)
P36 9 W ofPlO 0149 (gMI) 0149 (MI); F41/vicinity or grows, PlO left behind;

0230 (MS) F17/F18 first simple elongation,
complex later distinct spot

F37 10 W of F28 0508 (YN) NNE P29/vicinity
complex

P38 10 SW ofP36 1006 (eYS) 1149* (YN) W F38 cancelling w/ F38, as
pushes through, later
connects to F34.



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

J.D. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

F38 10 WSW of 1006 (eYS) 1149* (YN) E P38 fades
P36

P39 10 E/NE of **j 1145 (eYS) 1630* (YN) SW F39
PlO

F39 10 E ofP39 **j 1145 (eYS) 1630* (YN) SW P39

P40 10 NWofP36 1630* (YN) F40

F40 10 SWofP36 1630* (YN) SW/ P40 fades
fades

P41 10 S ofP36 ** 1630* (YN)?j F41
1711* (MS)

F41 10 SSW of PIOJ 1630*? (YN), SW P41 later connects to P47
00

NE of 1711* (MS),po

FlO/FI7
P42 10 EofP/F39 ** 1711* (MS) W F42

F42 10 N 1711* (bMS) 1711* (MS) S P42 merges with F18/F33
of F18/F33 complex
group

P43 10 SW ofP42 ** 1711* (MS) W F42/F43

F43 10 WofF42 1711* (bMS) 1711* (MS) E P43

FM3b 10 NE of POa coalesced from MMF
(M3) activity

P44 10 SE ofP41 ** 1711* (MS) as F41/vicinity
distinct
feature



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

LD. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

Pk 10 WSW of ** 1711* (MS) coalesces with
P38 P38j connect to f-plage

to south
PI 10 SE ofP38 ** 1711* (MS) coalesces with P38

FM4a,b 10 W of POa 1711* (MS) coalesced from MMF
(M4) activity

P46 11 N of 2351 (gMI)j ** 2048 (MS) W F46
P36jP48

F46 11 N ofPlO 2351 (gMI), ** 2048 (MS) E P46

P47 11 S of 2000 (bMS, aMF?); 2304 2140 (MS) as F49
PI0jP36 (aMS) separate

00 featureQl

P48 11 W ofP36 (bMS) to W as P48 2125 (MS) W F50 2125, growth spurt be-
grows gins; proper

motion~0.3kmS-1

F49 11 NNE ofF28 ** 2148 (MS) as S P47jvicinity
complex separate

feature
F50 11 SjSW of ** 2330 (MS) SjSE P48,

P48 P50jvicinity
P50 11 W ofP29 ** 2330 (MS) WjNW F50jvicinity area in constant

activity



Table 4.1 (continued) Roadmap

J.D. Fig. Location Time Time motion mate NOTES

(evidence of emergence) (photosphere)

20AugOOO0-2359UT

F51 11 SE ofF46 ** 19/1630 (YN, E/SE SW to P region
unresolved);
20/0100
(pore/spot)

P52 11 S ofP47 0046 (aMS) 19/1700 (MS, W/NW F41 moves at ~O.lkm S-1

unresolved);
20/0130
(distinct)

P53 11 SSE ofP40 ** 20/0240 (MS) F40/vicinity
00 F54 12 S ofF37 ** 1400 (YN) P29/vicinity~

Fm 12 SW ofF54 ** 0614 (NW) fades by 21/0000

21AugOOO0-2359UT

Fn 13 NE ofF37 ** 0330* (MS) **

F55 13 NE ofP48 ** 0125 (YN) ** P55 suffers projection ef-
fects; connectivity by
location/timing.

P55 13 E ofP48 ** 0125 (YN) ** F55 (same)



Table 4.2 notes:

Columns are as follows: (1) identifying label for the sector near POa which is
displaying MMF activity (2) location of the active sector (3) Time period when
sector is active (4) proper motion trends of the MMF, i.e. direction and appro
priate comments (5) Notes.
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Table 4.2
MMF Activity Summary

Region ID Figure Activity Periods Direction
of Motion

Notes

00
00

MO

Ml

M2

2 SW of POa

5 SE of POa

6a WofPOa

MMF outflow activity W/SW
visible from first obser-
vation, continues through
15th.

MMF outflow be- S/SW
gins Aug. 15, continues
through Aug. 20

MMF outflow begins by S, CW around
Aug. 16. 17: large POa
penumbra split, 18-20:
slowly separating, activ-
ity declines

Coalesces to FMO which persists
through 16/2100; SXR brighten
ings, e.g, 16/20:28 and 17/06:38
UT. Numerous tiny Ho events.

MMF converge to FMla,b, per
sists through 19 Aug. FMl per
sists through 18 August. Smaller
features fade but are then replen
ished with new. Few fibrils, little
Ha or SXR activity.

17UT-Iarge-scale penumbral fib
rils form, Ho activity and mass
motions begin, continues until
Aug. 20th.



Table 4.2 (Continued) MMF Activity Summary

Region ID Figure Activity Periods Direction
of Motion

Notes

W of POa, N Outflow begins 18 Aug., S, CW around
of M1 continues through 22 POa

August

00
c:o

M3

M4

M5

7

8

11

NE of POa

N of PDa

Active outflow begins af
ter P/F14 complex fades,
18/1800UTj
19/1800 start of most
MMF activity.

Outflow 19 Aug. through
22 Aug.

N, small veloc
ity component
CCW around
POa

Multiple convergent sites: FM3a,
undergoes constant replenishment
and fading through early 19 Au
gust. FM3b is longest-lived,
coalescing mid 19 August, per
sists through 22/0630, possibly
23/0806. SXR brightenings, e.g.
17/00:46, 19/23:02 and 20/00:46
UT. High level of Ha activity.

Large penumbral filaments
present 18-19 Aug. SXR bright
enings, e.g. 18/05:22 and 22:48,
20/03:08UT. Coalesced FM4a and
FM4b persist through 23 Aug.

Filaments
and Ho activity through 23 Aug.
SXR activity e.g, 19/23:04 UT.



Chapter 5

Evidence for Current-Carrying Emerging Flux

Abstract

To determine the relationship between electric currents and magnetic flux in

newly emerged magnetic fields, we use observations of the morphology, proper

motion, magnetic flux, and currents associated with several well-observed growing

bipoles in a long-lived nest of activity. In August 1992, AR 7260 included a pre

existing large spot and an anomalously fast-growing area of new magnetic flux.

The magnetic connectivity of bipoles in this region is welldocumented by images,

spectra, and vector magnetograms from the Yohkoh spacecraft, as well as ground

based observatories (chapter 4).

In this chapter we show: (1) the Ho and X-ray structures associated with

these new bipoles do not agree with potential-field extrapolations of the mag

netograms; (2) the proper motions imply that the flux bundles that make up

these new bipoles were twisted before they emerged; (3) these new bipoles were

co-spatial with significant electric currents; (4) morphology, proper motion, and

vector magnetograms of these bipoles all imply the same sense of twist; (5) this

sense of twist was the same as the overall twist of the pre-existing large spot; (6)

the increase of these currents, as new flux emerged, was not consistent with their

generation by photospheric motions.
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5. 1. Introduction

The question we posed is, "where are these active-region currents generated?".

In this study we tested two possible scenarios. Specifically we asked whether the

electric currents observed in a flare-productive active region, NOAA AR7260,

which crossed the observable disk in August 1992, could have been generated by

surface flows acting on originally current-free magnetic structures, or if they were

generated before the sunspots were observable.

In chapter 2 we discussed the possibilities for generating the electric currents

observed in active regions. Two mechanisms have been proposed to generate

currents at the solar surface. In this work we focus on the possibility that the

magnetic field lines are "frozen" to the plasma, so that currents produced by

plasma flows are generated by the flows directly distorting the field away from

a potential morphology. The observational restrictions and predictions from this

mechanism will be compared to a generation mechanism which occurs deep in

the convection zone (perhaps in the dynamo region) with which the observed

active region currents are produced before the magnetic flux reaches the solar

surface. Specifically, any mechanism which acts at the surface should be observed

to "twist up" field lines from current-free to current-carrying topologies. On the

other hand, if a convection-zone mechanism is at work, emerging magnetic flux will

carry current from its first appearance at the solar surface. It is these predictions

which are tested in this work.

In §5.2 we discuss the analysis techniques employed. For each we describe the

data, analysis methods and results in turn. In §5.3 we present these results for the

five bipoles studied, and in §5.4 examine the results in the context of all the data.

Finally in §5.5 we discuss the results and their implication for the active region

as a whole, and the implications for emerging flux models and the photospheric

dynamo.
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5. 2. Analysis Methods

5. 2. 1. Morphology

The first analysis performed is analogous to earlier works (i.e., Weart 1972;

Tanaka & Nakagawa 1973; Kurokawa 1987): we show that the morphology of the

magnetic fields in the emerging flux system did not agree with that expected from a

current-free configuration. Specifically we compare emerging flux's chromospheric

and coronal structures against potential-field extrapolations from photospheric

vector magnetograms.

The photospheric magnetic field structure was studied using the data from

two instruments at Mees Solar Observatory, Haleakala, Maui. Specifically we

utilized vector magnetograms from the Haleakala Stokes Polarimeter ("HSP":

Mickey 1985) and the Imaging Vector Magnetograph ("IVM": Mickey et al. 1994)

(a full description is in chapter 2).

To trace Ho arch filament systems, three sources of data were available. We

used the Mees CCD imaging spectroscopy data (Ho ± lOA ), the Mees frame

grabber data (mostly off-band Ho ) and images from the National Astronomical

Observatories of Japan Solar Flare Telescope (mostly on-band Ho, courtesy T.

Sakurai and K. Ichimoto), all described in chapter 4. We extended the morpho

logical arguments to include the coronal magnetic fields traced by soft X-ray loops

in images from the Soft X-ray Telescope aboard the Yohkoh satellite (Tsuneta et

al. 1991).

A direct comparison was made between the chromospheric or coronal struc

tures and magnetic field lines in the followingway. Data from both magnetographs

provide continuum images of AR7260's sunspots; these images were used to coalign

the data with the continuum images which were available from both SXT and

the MCCD. We have no height information for the coronal structures, so the
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heliographic-plane fields were mapped onto the image-plane pictures from Yohkoh.

Projection effects for Ho data are not as crucial, since arch filaments will be at

most of order 5,000km high (Semel et al. 1991) giving us a few arcseconds displace

ment due to height projection effects even at f.J, = cos(0)=0.92 (0 is the viewing

angle); thus, we can either map magnetic fields onto Ho images or vice-versa.

Since the MCeD has only 2.4,,2 pixels, when we wished to see higher resolution

images we examined the MSO frame-grabber data or NAOJ Flare Telescope Ho

images. The former could be directly coaligned with continuum spot images since

it was off-band and the sunspots were easily seen. The latter were available mostly

on video tape; they were most valuable to confirm suspected features observed in

the medium resolution MCCD spectroheliograms.

From the vertical magnetic field maps wecomputed the linear force-free constant

a field in three dimensions using code provided by T. Metcalf which employs the

Fourier transform treatment described in Gary 1989. Specifically for this com

parison a = Jz/Bz (Mm- I ) was 0.0 for a potential or current-free magnetic field.

(Later we calculated the extrapolations with various values for a in order to de

termine the sign of the twist, as discussed below.) We then could plot the field

lines and compare them directly with the structures above the emerging bipoles

in question. The results are described in §5.3.2.

5. 2. 2. Proper Motions

The second analysis follows Weart (1972), Tanaka (1980, 1991) and van Driel

Gesztelyi et al. (1994), arguing as follows: sunspots are the manifestation of the

intersection of magnetic flux tubes with the photosphere. When magnetic flux

begins to rise buoyantly through the convection zone, it will form an n shape if

its feet are still anchored at the base of the convection zone. When this bundle of

field lines arrives at the photosphere to form a sunspot bipole, we see p-polarity

and i-polarity pores gradually and steadily increase in area, magnetic flux and
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distance from each other as the loop rises (see Zwaan 1992for a reviewof emerging

flux properties). If the flux bundle is a simple n-shaped loop carrying no current

then p and f spots will move diametrically apart from each other because the

n defines a two-dimensional plane. Deviation from this simple proper motion

pattern indicates deviation from this n-shape. Thus, the invisible sub-surface

structure of the flux rope system can be determined by mapping dx/dt, dy/dt

of the spots, assuming a constant rise speed or dz/dt (probably valid for at least

the first day of the spots' development). The resulting mapped morphology can

be used then to show twists, tilts or looped structures (Tanaka 1991). There are

two large assumptions made here: first, that a twist or current in flux tubes will

result in a distinct change in topology which is distinguishable from a current

free flux bundle, as twisting an elastic band will make it deform and eventually

kink. Second that there is little evolution of the bundle's structure during the rise

through the the last few megameters of the photosphere. We compared the proper

motions with what three-dimensional structure would result from imparting twist

in either direction (Jz/Bz = a > 0 or < 0.) upon a flux tube (or at least a rubber

band). The emerging locations of the p and f spots and their subsequent motion

can distinguish between the two possible twist topologies, as we discuss below.

The data used for this part of the study were spectroheliograms in the photo

spheric line FeI 6569.2A from the MCCD. As described in chapter 4, the MCCD

data had a 15-20 second cadence between 17:00 and 03:00UT for most days when

AR7260 was close to disk-center. Images were extracted at a 10-minute cadence,

coaligned to the large leading sunspot (POn: see chapter 4) using cross-correlation

techniques and then transformed to disk-center coordinates. The coordinates of

POn were determined by coaligning one of the MCCD images to an SXT narrow

band image and extrapolating the position in time using the sidereal solar rotation

rate for the other MCeD frames. The position of a spot was determined for each

frame by determining the darkest place in a limited field of view (typically 4 orig

inal pixels) of a four-times resampled image, thus giving an answer to a quarter
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pixel (0.6"). The results are expressed in megameters relative to the image center.

While the absolute position of the bipoles' p and f spots on the solar disk were

not well determined, their relative position is determined to 1 Mm, so the relative

motions dx/dt, dy/dt were well measured to ~ 0.05 km S-1 . Differential rotation

was not included in the transformation to the heliographic plane, as it amounts

to only 10-3 Mm hr- l at 170 north latitude given the less than 10 difference be

tween most spot pairs. A linear transformation was used to map from the image

plane to the heliographic plane. The field of view was small and J.L ~ 0.87, thus

the errors from neglecting second-order terms in this projection were always less

than I" (Gary & Hagyard 1990). This is of the same order as position errors for

a sunspot, and less than errors due to image stretch or seeing. The final plots

reflect a further binning by two to improve the signal/noise ratio and to highlight

the trends in proper motion.

5. 2. 3. Currents

So far, we have outlined qualitative morphological searches for current-carrying

emerging flux. Here we present an analysis which approaches this problem from

a quantitative aspect. We look for a non-zero curl associated with the emerging

bipole by directly measuring the electric current J.LoJ = V' x B. In addition to

simply determining whether currents existed and what direction they flowed, we

compare the current's magnitude with that expected if it was generated by simply

moving the bipole's footpoints.

We directly measure only Jz using the four-point difference method described

in detail in the Appendix. The noise level as, is determined for each magnetogram

from the standard deviation of J, in regions of weak field, i.e., where the total

field B= JBrr + Bl was less than 500 G. The total flux in Maxwells for a region

of interest is then <P = Is B . ndB = :E B, dB where dS is the area in crrr' per

pixel and B, is the vertical magnetic flux in a pixel, and we sum the pixels over the
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sunspot of interest. Similarly, the total current in Amperes is I = Is J . ndB =
10-7 L: Jz dB where r, is the vertical current density in rnA m-2 •

Since we do not inter-compare magnetograms here, the noise level in the par

ticular magnetogram used (HSP or IVM) is sufficient to guide our confidence for

low current-density detections. That is, we are first concerned with detecting the

existence of any significant non-zero curl in Bhoriz' In this case we only consider

currents which are at least 2uJ. unless otherwise noted. We are secondly concerned

with the exact magnitude of the vertical current density, and how it compares to

the history of the bipole in question. For this analysis we relied only on the HSP

magnetograms. These magnetograms were reduced with the least-squares inver

sion in strong-polarization regions (Skumanich & Lites 1987) and the "integral"

method (Ronan, Mickey& Orra1l1987) in areas of weak polarization. While these

data were at best critically sampled spatially at 2.8" for the 6" pinhole of the HSP,

the smaller raster step allowed for current measurements in pores which were lost

or merged with surrounding features in the undersarnpled 5.6" magnetograms.

The limited spatial resolution of both instruments will influence the quan

titative results. The magnetic measurements are already expressed in terms of

magnetic flux, or fB described in chapter 3, so that the measurement of the to

tal flux integrated over a region of interest will not be influenced by the field's

structure (specifically the flux tube dimension) implied by the value of f. will

measure the total magnetic flux. If the currents are very filamented or otherwise

unresolved it implies that the horizontal magnetic field structure is unresolved,

and the effect will be to underestimate the magnitude of the currents. Thus, for

the present study, the magnitude of a dectected current is actually a lower limit

to its true value, since we have no indication that we are resolving it. We can also

assume that if the currents were filamented with reversing sign within the field of

view, the integral over this area would be biased towards zero. Thus, any non-zero

total current indicates a dominant direction (whether with a bulk or filamented

structure) of the electric currents.
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We are interested here in observations of emerging flux regions where Doppler

flows are known to exist in the photosphere (Zwaan 1985, and references therein).

It is possible that these flows (in addition to any shifts due to the minute oscilla

tion) would influence the spectral lines, and thus add errors to the magnetic field

determination. Within the small area covering an emerging flux region, one may

have both upflows and downflows between 0.5 and 1.0 km S-l. If the magneti

cally sensitive lines were broadened by this amount, it could add an uncertainty

of almost 500 G to the fields. However, if the spatial resolution is adequate, it

is more likely the line will be simply Doppler shifted. In this case there will be

no additional error since the line center is calculated explicitly for all inversion

methods.

5., 2. 4. Growth of Currents and Flux

In this part, we extend the above analysis to look directly for current-carrying

magnetic flux by examining the two together as a bipole grows. The goal is to

determine how the total electric current changed with time as the total magnetic

flux also grew.

For this analysis one needs vector magnetograms with high spatial resolu

tion which were obtained fairly frequently during an emerging flux episode. We

used magnetograms from the IVM only, to avoid complications of quantitative

instrument-to-instrument comparisons. Only 19 August had an adequate tempo

ral series: the eight magnetograms suitable for this analysis are listed in Table

5.1.

Three additional steps were taken beyond what was needed for determining

simply a current's existence. First, the magnetograms were coaligned by cross

correlation to a feature in the emerging flux region which did not undergo notice

able evolution or proper motion over the observed time period. Second, a region

of interest was defined for the eventual I: B,, etc. This was done by defining re-
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gions of decreasing intensity and increasing flux that were clearly visible when the

first magnetogram (18:09 UT 19 August) was compared to the last (03:11 UT 20

August).

Table 5.1

Magnetogram Database

Day (UT) Time Instrument bipoles included
16 Aug 18:33 HSP 1
17 Aug 00:15 HSP 1,2

01:21 IVM 1,2
19 Aug 17:24 HSP 3,4,5

18:09 IVM 3,4,5
19:10 IVM 3,4,5
19:45 IVM 3, 4
20:34 HSP 3, 4, 5
22:06 IVM 3, 4, 5
23:51 IVM 3,4,5

20 Aug 00:31 IVM 3, 4, 5
00:38 IVM 4, 5
00:52 HSP 3,4,5
03:11 IVM 3, 4, 5

Third, it was necessary to ensure that any growth trends were not caused by

instrumental artifacts. To investigate inter-magnetogram trends we applied the

same analysis to quiet sun, where there were no sunspots, no strong plage fields

and where we assumed that the field overall would change very little between mag

netograms. The absolute quantitative measurements of magnetic flux and electric

current are of course uncertain: the derivative-method inversion method was car

ried out at 84mA assuming a magnetic filling factor of 1.0. For the A6302.5A

line, 84mA is approximately 2.8~AD where the derivative method should find

the true field within 20% (Jefferies & Mickey 1991). (We assumed a constant

Doppler width over the entire field of view; this is obviously inaccurate but is a

limitation of our present implementation of the method, and of the quality of the

IVM data used in this study). All IVM datasets were reduced the same way, and
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polarization cross-talk (e.g., V -+ Q, which was corrected in the raw data) rarely

exceeded 5%. We found that there was at most 20% difference in measured quiet

sun flux between magnetograms and the mean flux ~q>/I<.I>I, although there were

no systematic trends which would confuse the <.I> vs, I results. The error bars

plotted in the results reflect the inter-magnetogram uncertainties as well as the

internal r.m.s. errors in measuring Bz , etc.

To summarize: we have images of coronal loops which trace the magnetic field

in the low-f3 plasma, Ho arch filament systems which trace the chromospheric

magnetic fields, and vector magnetic field maps which trace the photospheric

fields-all obtained as bipoles emerged. We can look at their morphology and also

directly compare the structures with that expected from potential or current-free

fields. We also have photospheric images at rapid cadence to track the sunspots'

proper motions and infer any sub-surface twists in the emerging flux. We can also

map the location and magnitude of the electric currents as bipoles emerge and

monitor the increase in currents as the magnetic flux increased.

5. 3. Results

The large-scale evolution of AR7260 is described in chapter 4. In the next

section we present the results of applying the analyses described above to a few

emerging bipoles in this active region.

5. 3. 1. The Bipole Pairs

We included a bipole in this study if it met the following criteria: (1) magnetic

field data was obtained within six hours of its first white-light detection, (2) it

showed active growth (decreasing intensity, increasing area, increasing magnetic

flux) during observations, (3) a time series of photospheric images (i.e. MCCD

data) of good quality was available, (4) high-resolution frame-grabber, NAOJ

Ho and/or SXT images were available, and (5) that its birth time and magnetic
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connectivity were both well determined. Five bipoles satisfied these nominal cri

teria: P10/F10, P16/F18 during the 16-17 August UT Hawaii observing day, and

P39/F39, P48/F50, and P52/F41 during the 19-20 observing day (see chapter 4

for details). We refer to these as bipoles 1-5 for simplicity (Figure 1). In addition,

to apply the q> vs. I vs. t analysis, the bipole's growth had to occur during the

19-20 August observations when a suitable time cadence of IVM magnetograms

was obtained: only bipoles 3, 4, and 5 qualified. As described in chapter 4, the

magnetic pairs or members of a bipole were determined by times of appearance,

connecting arch filament systems and magnetic connectivity inferred from the

vector magnetograms.

5. 3. 2. Morphology

We compared observed structures in the chromosphere and corona above the

young bipoles to what was expected for current-free field lines. Two aspects

were noted: first, whether ends or footpoints of a coronal or chromospheric loop

matched the footpoints of extrapolated field lines. The agreement between foot

points would imply an agreement in magnetic connectivity between observations

and the comparison calculated field. Second the morphology of a structure as a

whole (whether it was shaped like an "S" or not) was compared to the extrap

olated field lines. For both chromospheric and coronal structures, many images

during bipoles' growth were used, primarily at times when flare or surge activity

(and possibly associated magnetic reconnection) were low.

Due to spatial resolution limitations we could examine the soft X-ray morphol

ogy for bipoles 1, 4 and 5 most easily. The coronal structures used for comparison

were usually "transient brightenings" (Shimizu et al. 1994), loops which bright

ened for a few minutes or less. In the coronal case while the spatial information

is limited, we argue that the observed structures were most likely a single loop

instead of a multi-loop flaring arcade. One example is shown in Figure 2a: a few
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bright soft X-ray loops are in the field of view (one clearly associated with bipole

1), and a few field lines computed for a potential field are also drawn

The arch filament systems for all five growing bipoles were compare with the

field extrapolations: we show one example with bipole 4: the field lines implied by

a potential-field extrapolation from B, are plotted (with the sunspots for reference)

and inset is an Ho image of the arch filament system associated with this growing

bipole (Figure 2b).

There are three ways to quantify howstrongly the potential fieldextrapolations

disagree with the Ho and soft X-ray structures. The first is to measure the angle

that a structure in question makes with the field lines at their midpoints. If the two

agree, then the difference should approach 0°. The comparison between current

free field lines and arch filaments for bipoles 1, 4 and 5 yield angles between 30°

and 80°. A second way is to compare the magnetic connectivity described above

with the current-free field lines; that is, to what extent does a field line which

begins at one end of a coronal loop agree with the position of the other end? For

all bipoles, these end-point offsets between coronal or chromospheric structures

and current-free field lines are at least 2" although the difference is only that for

bipoles 2 and 3. Third, if structures are clearly defined, one can measure how

well they follow a current-free field line; the relevant measurements would be the

largest and average spatial deviation between the two. For bipoles 1, 4 and 5 the

average deviation is of order 2" along the entire length (although the potential

field lines cross the soft X-ray loops and arch filament systems) with maximum

deviations of 4".

We conclude that for none of the five bipoles do the potential-field extrapo

lations agree with the morphology observed in Ho or coronal images or with the

implied magnetic connectivity.
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5. 3. 3. Proper Motions

The proper motions for all five bipoles were tracked for nearly 10 hours each,

and none of the five display the simple linear motions expected for a current-free

n-shaped flux tube rising to the photosphere.

Bipole 1 had a simple motion: PIO moves almost directly west while FlO moves

east (Figure 3a). However, the two were separated in the N/S direction by almost

20 Mm, and the p spot was north of the f member. The interpretation must cover

several considerations: first, we did not observe this bipole just at its birth. This

was because it was either fragmented very early, below our resolution or because

it appeared just before our observing day began. Second, the positions and early

motions of the bipole members may agree with two pictures: a current-free n-Ioop

tilted with respect to local normal (local z) to explain the asymmetry of the p,

f motion, and also rotating as a solid body about local z as it rises in order to

reproduce the east/west motion with continued north/south separation. Another

picture is that the flux tube or bundle of flux tubes which make up this sunspot

pair is as a whole deformed and twisted as a rubber band deforms when twist is

applied. Without invoking solid-body rotation .or extreme tilt, this picture can

reproduce the proper motions.

With only proper motions as evidence, it is impossible to distinguish between

the two pictures described above. Occam's razor favors the second scenario, for

it depends on only one quantity (degree of twist) to explain the observations.

Our support for the twist explanation is confirmed by other evidence presented

herewith. In the meantime, to help visualize the twist we present the results as

a three-dimensional plot, showing the position of the sunspots with time (Figure

3b). The contours of continuum intensity are for reference (e.g., to Figure 5 in

chapter 4). While it appears that the beginning of FlO relative to the contours is

offset, it is not: the nearby contour is of F4 and without using many many more

contours, FlO's early position is not clearly defined on an early contour map.
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The results for the other bipoles are shown in Figures 3c-3f. Bipoles #4 and

#5 (Figures 3e, 3f) behave in a similar but more extreme manner, and there is

the possibility that the flux bundle is tilted in addition to the twist. Again, a

tilted flux system is one where the line connecting the midpoint between the two

poles as a function of time is not aligned with the local Z, but rather forms some

angle to it. In these examples we see the tilt manifest as drastic p-spot motions

with little I-spot proper motion since simple twisted flux tubes would result in

more equal velocities in the two poles.

Bipole #2 emerged inverted to the Hale-Nicholson polarity law, i.e. the p

spot was to the east of the I spot (Figure 3c). Not unexpectedly the two spots

seemed to rotate around each other as they grew, although they did not re-orient

themselves to obey the law in the hour observed. Bipole 3's spots traveled almost

parallel together around the PlO/P36 complex (Figure 3d; see also Figures 10, 11

in chapter 4); while it displayed less evidence of a strong twist, some twist and

substantial (at least 30°) tilt is needed to explain the proper motion pattern.

5. 3. 4. Currents

In the analysis of electric currents in these five bipoles, we first examined

simply whether non-zero curl existed early in the bipoles' histories. In Table

5.1 we list the vector magnetograms available, and which bipoles were contained

within them.

As described in chapter 4, the p-polarity area in the emerging flux region un

derwent marked periods of growth between 16 and 20 August. Two such episodes

were the appearance of P10 and P48 and their I-polarity mates, i.e. bipoles #1

and #4. Figures 1a and 1b show the 2-0" contour for all currents in the vector

magnetograms obtained 01:21UT 17 August and 03:11 20 August.

A summary of the early flux and current measurements for the bipoles is

given in Table 5.2. While Figures 1a and 1b show the where the current reached
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10 rnA m-2, well above the 2-0" level, in many cases the currents actually reach

above the 5-0" level even when the spots are less than half a day old. The currents'

signs imply O! < O. for the five bipoles (except for #3 which may have currents of

both signs in the p spot).

In these magnetograms O"J. averaged ~ 3mA m-2 , and there is an average 10%

error in the magnitude of the pixel magnetic flux listed above. The largest errors,

as discussed below, are in the ages of the spots; still, it obvious that strong current

densities existed for all five bipoles within a half (and in some cases a quarter)

day of their appearance at the photosphere.

Table 5.2

Peak Early Flux and Current Density

Bipole spot Obs. Time age Bz Jz IJzl/O"J.
(UT) (hours) (Gauss) mAm-2

1 p 16/18:33 11.2 -987 7.8 4
f 17/00:52 10.3 711 -14.2 4

2 p 17/01:21 3.9 -214 22.0 5
f '''' 2.0 575 -13.8 3

3 p 20/00:52 8.1 -412 14.5 4
f 19/20:34 4.0 356 -25.1 6

4 p 19:23:51 3.1 -610 22.2 6
f 20/00:52 3.4 260 -13.4 3

5 p "" 4.9 -512 13.8 4
f

,,,,
" 390 -7.0 2

5. 3. 5. Coupled Growth of Flux and Currents

Making use of IVM magnetograms obtained on 19 August we examined the

total magnetic flux .as a function of time for bipoles 3, 4, and 5, and compared

it to the total vertical current in the same area also as a function of time. We

argue that for photospheric flows to generate currents, they must first have access

to the magnetic flux. Thus one should expect a delay between the appearance
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of flux and the generation of currents. If, on the other hand, we see the current

and the magnetic flux appear together, we are viewing instead the emergence of

a current-carrying flux rope. In the latter case we are simply seeing an increasing

cross-section of a current-carrying flux bundle (Figure 4).

We are looking here for trends. Figures 5a-5c show the magnetic flux (<1>+, <1>_)

and current (1+, L) plotted against the observation times for bipoles 3 (P39/F39),

4 (P49/F50) and 5 (P52/F41). We also plotted the results of the same analysis

applied to four growing flux areas F42 and F43 (together, since they are very

close spatially), F49 and P50 (Figures 5d-e). The error bars reflect not only the

internal errors (specifically twice the standard deviation of the low-field B, and

Jz) but also the uncertainty of the measurements from one magnetogram to the

next. We have also plotted a linear fit to the measurements; in cases where the

spot could not be resolved in the 18:09 magnetogram (specifically F39, F49 and

P52), this point was weighted by half relative to the others. The results for a

quiet-sun measurement of <1>tot and I t ot is also plotted for comparison (Figure 5f).

It is evident that we have examples of flux and current growing simultaneously

and that these results could not be due to instrumental bias. Still, the errors are

large and the time resolution is less than ideal. We face the same problem as with

the proper motion analysis, i.e., the pores may not have been observed at their first

appearance. In addition, the complexity of the region makes contamination from

surrounding old field a very possible source of error. For example, as described in

chapter 4, P48 appear to grow out of an extant stable spot (the PlO/P36 spot)

and it was extremely difficult to separate old from new flux, old from new current.

Similarly, F42 and F43 are growing out of an area of I-polarity field, and so it

was impossible to measure a zero flux at to even though they were not clearly

resolvable until the magnetogram at 22:06 UT. The p-polarity siblings to these

two spots were barely resolvable and in very complicated regions, thus no attempt

was made to measure their currents and flux. By using an integrated area where

the spots eventually became distinct (accounting as well as possible for proper
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motions in the coaligned frames) we could observe changes in flux before we could

resolve a pore. While it appeared that F41 was decreasing in intensity and a

sibling to P52, according to Figure 5c it is instead a stable sunspot. Similarly, it

was thought (chapter 4) that P50 may have been a sibling to F50; here we see

increasing negative flux accompanied by increasing (yet small) negative current

and stable but larger positive current. This is a confusing picture: according to

Figure 5e, it is a growing spot which has a > 0, with background current in

the region of interest, and since P50 has a > 0 it cannot be a sibling to an f
spot that has a < O. The lack of time resolution, coupled with the complexity

of the area makes it very difficult to decide whether some of the fluctuations in

<I> tot and I tot is due to magnetogram errors or contamination, or if they instead

signal submergence or reconnection depending upon the flux in the vicinity of

the growing spot. In summary our best overall examples-in terms of lack of

contamination and definite time of sunspot birth-are F50, P50 and P52, with

P39, F39, F42/F43 and F439 suffering only because of proximity to same-sign

flux.

If the growth of flux and current is coupled, then extrapolating the linear fit

back in time should give zero-crossings for the two at the same time. If the current

extrapolates back to exist before the flux, then this is at least not inconsistent with

current-carrying flux. At this point the data do not have a sufficient signal/noise

ratio for further analysis. We can say that in a few examples (P39, P48, F50 and

F42/F43 definitively, P52 P50 and F39 marginally) there is no evidence for a time

delay in the currents' appearances.

5. 4. Analysis

In this section we tie together the observational results presented in §5.3 and

discuss the extent to which the evidence from each observation is consistent with
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the others. We also present several quantitative arguments to show why currents

of such magnitude as those observed could not be generated by surface motions.

5. 4. 1. Observed Twist

It was shown above that the morphologies of arch filament systems and young

coronal structures were inconsistent with what was expected from potential-fields.

Comparing the observations to a constant-o extrapolation, we can determine the

sign of a which is most consistent with the chromospheric or coronal structures

(Figures 6a, b). A field with a < 0 is closest to the observed structures. It is

beyond the limitations of the data and the extrapolations to determine an exact

value for a in this manner; the sign of a which best agrees with the chromo

spheric and coronal structures is listed in Table 5.3. Still, applying the agreement

measurements described in §5.3.2, we find that for bipoles 1, 4, and 5 the angle

difference between the arch filaments and the current-carrying field lines (with

a ~ -0.3 Mm-1) is 0°-15°, or spatial differences which average less than I", and

maximum deviations of order 2". For all bipoles the footpoints of soft X-ray or

Ho structures agree with those implied by current-carrying field lines to within 2"

(although the difference between a = 0 and a < 0 is not as substantial for bipoles

2 and 3).

In Table 5.3 we also list the sign of a implied by the other morphological and

qualitative analyses. For the proper motion analysis, it is easier to produce a

model structure which reproduces the observed motions by applying one direction

of twist or the other to an untwisted flux tube. The sign of twist which best agrees

with observations is listed in Table 5.3. Finally the sign of a = Jz / B; implied

simply by the direction of the observed current relative to the magnetic flux is

also listed.
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Table 5.3

Implied Sign of a

Bipole Structure Proper Motion Jz
1 -1 -1 -1
2 -1, ambiguous -1, possibly +1. -1
3 ambiguous -1 (weak) with tilt -1 (mixed?)
4 -1 -1, substantial tilt -1
5 -1 -1, some tilt -1

For the proper motion analysis, one can produce a model structure which

reproduces the observed motions by applying one direction of twist or the other

to an untwisted flux tube. The sign of twist which best agrees with observations

is listed in Table 5.3, noting where the results may be ambiguous, and the extent

to which a tilt is also needed to explain the motions. To a certain degree one

can deform a rubber-band model with infinite contortions; Occam's razor dictates

which sign of a most simply replicates the implied structure. For example, in

two cases (bipoles 1 and 3) the two legs separate, but a substantial north-south

separation persists, with the p-pole north of the i-pole. If the flux had a > 0,

the p- and i-orientations would be reversed north/south, i.e.; the p-spot would

emerge to the south of the i-spot (although the subsequent east/west motions

could be the same). Bipole 2 emerged completely reversed to the Hale-Nicholson

polarity rule. If a > 0 one would expect the p spots to first move south and

the i-spot to move north. The opposite was observed, implying a < O. In none

of the five bipoles did we see "normal" proper motions for emerging bipoles or

proper motions like those expected from the canonical n-loop. None of the bipoles

oriented themselves towards the tilt predicted by Joy's law (~5-1O° for active

regions at 150 north latitude) within the 10 or so hours of observation (Zwaan

1992 and references therein).

To what extent can the proper motions from an inherently twisted structure

be distinguished from the proper motions produced by vortical plasma flows? To
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produce a sunspot with negative a (e.g., B, positive, Jz negative), two motions

could be applied. Plasma could flow around the sunspot in a clockwise direction,

or the p spot could move in a +x direction while the f spot moves in a -x
direction (with the neutral line at y = 0 and the spots located at ±y). Either

way,

(V x v). Z < 0 (5.1)

where in the first case the curl is taken at the center of the sunspot, in the second

case around the neutral line. In the data presented here, we cannot independently

measure the vorticity of neighboring plasma flows. If the sunspot motions are

proxy for the plasma flows, then for all bipoles the implied vorticity could produce

proper motions consistent with our "twisted flux tube" model. That is, if the

plasma flows act upon the bipoles' orientations as per our first observations of

them. In this sense, the weakly twisted bipole 3 and the ambiguous bipole 2 are

the best evidence, since they have a structure, currents and a morphology which

is inconsistent with 'small vortical flows.

Two important points support our current-induced morphology argument.

First, any plasma flow, with or without the correct sign of vorticity, must be

sustained over the course of the proper motion observations; it must also pref

erentially move one footpoint relative to the other in the cases of bipoles 3, 4,

and 5, to produce the tilt which may simply be an inherent quality in buoyant

flux tubes (Fan et al. 1993). Second, the deformed structure we present easily

reproduces the deviations from Joy's law and the Hale-Nicholson polarity law. If

plasma flows with negative vorticity produce the observed proper motions, then

drastically different flows would be needed to orient the bipoles to their initial

positions. Additionally, flows with negative vorticity acting upon a bipole (e.g.,

bipole 1) which emerged with the correct orientation according to Joy's law would

result in the f polarity moving to the west, the p polarity to the east. This is

clearly not the case.

The vertical currents in these five bipoles were predominantly positive in re-
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gions of negative-polarity flux and vice versa. This implies a < O. The sign

implied by the direction of the current (i.e., in Table 5.2) is listed in Table 5.3.

The sign of the current depends upon the correctness of the 1800 ambiguity res

olution. The Canfield et al. (1993) algorithm produced the results listed above

with little subjective intervention required. Forcing the ambiguity resolution in

the opposite direction leads to unphysical results and magnetic connectivity in

complete disagreement with the Ho structures. We also used the resolution al

gorithm based upon "simulated annealing" (Metcalf 1994) and the results were

consistent with the original results.

In summary, Table 5.3 shows that the morphological, qualitative evidence is

consistent-from soft X-ray structures to the direction of photospheric current,

a < 0 is implied. All of the morphological evidence was gathered as the new flux

emerged, and we conclude that these emerging bipoles were twisted before they

arrived at the surface. Now we turn our attention to the quantitative evidence

and to what extent the magnitude of the currents is consistent with surface-flow

generation.

5. 4. 2. Generation of Electric Currents

To rule out the possibility that the currents were generated at or near the

surface, we must calculate when we expect to see not only observable currents but

the observed currents, given the other measured parameters. Below we present

four approaches to this question.

The first is a simple energetics argument. We assume that an emerging flux

loop can be modeled by a horseshoe shaped flux tube extending into the chro

mosphere/corona with its two ends in the photosphere extending at least a scale

height (107 em) below the surface. We assume an average constant cross-section

along its length and a constant flux. The total length of the tube is l, cross

sectional area A, magnetic field strength B and flux <P. The magnetic energy in
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this flux tube is:
B2 q>2 1

ee = B7r x Volume = 8 7r A (5.2)

If this emerging flux tube is carrying any electric current I then we can pretend

this is a current-carrying wire, and the energy is:

(5.3)

where L = /101 is the inductance and /10 is the permeability of free space. We

assume that the full current path is twice the length 1, i.e., that the return current

either flows back along the outside of the flux tube or under the photosphere along

a length comparable to 1. If a flux system appeared carrying no current then C[

would be zero and as current builds, C[ will increase. Current can be built up

by moving the loop footpoints in opposite directions but parallel to the polarity

inversion line; in this case we can picture that one footpoint is held stationary while

the other is moved a distance x parallel to the inversion line. The loop-length is

then increased by an amount I:1l = W+ x2 ) t - 1 while the loop is so sheared.

For.this demonstration we assume that all of the kinetic energy used to move the

footpoints is stored as electric current and that we can equate the new e[ with an

increase in CB above the original value: e.g., equated to a I:1cB = cB(l+1:11) -cB(l)

and

1:11 = 8;~ I:1c

would imply that we can estimate the generated I with

(5.4)

(5.5)

Measured values for area, length, flux and current average A = 3 X 1016 crrr'

(i.e., Rspot ~ 1 Mm), 1= 3 X 109 em (footpoint separation 10 Mm), q> = 8 X 1019

Mx and 1= 3 X 1011 A for the bipoles. From equation (5.3), C[ for this system is

1.7 x 1031 erg which corresponds (equation (5.4)) to a 1:11 = 2 x 109cm or 20 Mm,

This stretch implies that one foot travels a distance x = 12 Mm (assuming the
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loops can be described by semicircles). At the average proper motions observed

(v = 0.33 km S-I) this travel would take over ten hours.

In Table 5.4 we do this calculation in reverse: for each bipole, one spot is better

observed and has the least possibility of contamination from surrounding fields.

For this spot we use the observed flux, average horizontal velocity (relative to

the other spot, assumed constant direction), separation and age (time since first

viewed in white light) to compute the maximum current that could be generated

by this mechanism. We used the HSP data for these quantitative results. The

last column lists the observed total current in that spot for comparison.

Table 5.4

Generated vs. Observed Currents

Bipole Time age <I> velocity I-generated I-observed
(spot) (UT) (hours) (1020 Mx) (km S-I) (lOll A) (1011 A)

1 (FlO) 17/00:15 10.3 2.6 0.29 3.5 1.1
2 (P16) 17/00:15 4.3 0.1 0.24 0.17 2.1
3 (F39) 19/20:34 4.1 1.1 0.19 1.5 3.8
4 (F50) 20/00:52 1.4 0.72 0.46 0.94 4.7
5 (P52) 20/00:52 0?(2.7) 1.2 0.45 0?(1.6) 1.7

The magnetic flux has on average 10% error, the velocity has an uncertainty

of 0.05 km S-1 and the current has up to 30% error (especially considering the

resolution of small, young pores such as FlO and P52). The largest error is the

age: the ages listed here are the differences between the time observed by HSP

and the time listed in Table 4.1, column 5 in chapter 4. For FlO this is 10.3 hours,

however it was impossible to resolve this spot in the earlier HSP magnetogram

(with 5.6" raster steps) at 18:33UT. For P52, it should not be distinct until 01:30

UT, however the IVM and its smaller pixels saw a distinct flux increase beginning

by 22:00UT on 19 August. So the age could be negative 40 minutes (in which case

the possible generated current is nil!) or a few hours, and given the fast proper

motion and high magnetic flux, it is not surprising that the observed current may
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be consistent with the possible generated current. Overall, the errors in the ages

listed are of order two hours. Nonetheless, except for FlO and P52, it would take

an order of magnitude error in the theoretical current or an order of magnitude

overestimation in the total observed current for these to agree.

We stress, however, that the calculated generated currents do not account

for diffusion or dissipation, and all kinetic energy used to stretch or shear the

footpoints is assumed stored as electric current in a force-free field. Any deviations

from our simple estimates along these lines would decrease the possible generated

current in the time allotted. As it stands the generated current at best just

agrees with the measurements made-at worst, it shows that the observed currents

cannot be generated by stretching the footpoints with the observed velocities

acting on the observed flux within the observed time period.

We can try and treat the kinetic energy which would be available to a flux tube

explicitly. From McClymont & Fisher (1989, Figure 1), a canonical flux tube with

1019 Mx and 1000 G fields (radius 1 Mm, same as above) will have access to3-4

x1024 erg S-1 at 5,000-10,000 km depth. We infer that this is an appropriate depth

by assuming that the observed proper motions reflect the velocities of convective

motions which are responsible for the current generation. Faster proper motions

would indicate a shallower layer was the main influence, but would also mean that

less power was available to the flux tube. If we assume in equation (5.3) that all

of the kinetic energy available in plasma motions produces stored energy in the

magnetic fields in the form of currents, and that the available energy is linearly

related in time to the generated current, then

1 1

I(t) = [
2cit

)] 2 ~ [~] 2 d (5.6)

If we take the 3-4 x 1024 erg S-1 available to our "average" flux tube described

above, this gives

I(t) = tt ·1.7 x 108
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with t in seconds and L = lOH, as used above. This implies that it would take

four days to generate a 1011A current. This kind of delay is clearly not seen in

either Figures 5a-5e or Tables 5.2 or 5.4. Again, any current dissipation or further

inefficiency in transferring the flow's kinetic energy to the flux tube will only slow

the generation rate. While turbulent velocities may exceed those considered above

(and thus decrease the time needed for 1011A generation) it is reasonable to require

that any current-generating flow have sustained, uni-directional velocities. The

turbulent velocities, while imparting a larger momentum to the flux tube, can

not impart a greater power because the flow coherence would easily be lost before

1011A could be generated.

In the above calculation we have not taken into account any variation of the

inductance with depth. Doing this directly gives us a third look at generation rates

for electric current: the energy flux which intersects a flux tube to depth hand

width W is ~p(h)V2(h)wv(h) where p(h), v(h) are density and velocity at depth h.

Taking another form of equation (5.6) for energy per unit time: i = ~LI2It and

equating this free energy in a current carrying flux tube (which extends to depth

h) with the energy imparted by the flows per unit time (to depth h):

Jl 1
2P(h)v(h?wv(h)dh = 2f.LohI2It, (5.8)

(5.9)

where again L = f.Loh is the inductance. If the depth h is pulled out of the left

hand side explicitly and cancelled with the h on the right hand side, we get:

f.Lo
I 2 =.!. f\!pv2)vdh =.!.P(h),

2wt h Jo 2 h

where v is an average velocity over the depth. Looking specifically at the genera

tion time:

t = f.Lo
I2

/.!.P(h) . (5.10)
2w h .

From McClymont & Fisher (1989, Figure 1), the function *P(h) is almost constant

at 4x 107 erg cm-2s-1• Again, for our average flux tube carrying 1011A with 108cm
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width, this implies 2x 105s, or close to two days to generate that current, regardless .

of depth.

Finally, if the generation mechanism responsible for the active region electric

currents lies in the photosphere and acts upon current-free field lines, then a

return current must be generated which balances the currents plotted in Figures

5a-e. If the return current's path lies along the field lines which make up the

pore in question then we should see its magnitude grow in step with the main

current, if the flux systems are distinct and localized. This is not observed. In

Figure 7 we plot the current which has the opposite sign as the main current for

P48, F50 and F49. For all three the magnitude of this return current decreases

with time. Because weare integrating over many pixels, even if the return currents

were filamented and buried in the noise, we would detect a signal in the integrated

quantity. One thing may prohibit detecting the return current-if it is very spread

out with a current density much lower than our few rnA m-2 detection threshold,

we will not detect it with an integration area which covers the sunspot and little

surrounding area. This points out the susceptibility of this diagnostic tool to

the assumptions of the sub-photospheric structure of the magnetic flux. Still, for

none of the sunspots studied on 19 August do we see a current of the opposite

sign which grows as the main current grows, or which approaches balancing the

primary current. This is difficult to reconcile with the current closure needed by

surface generation mechanisms. It is not, however, incompatible with magnetic

flux which is inherently current-carrying (i.e., the current was produced in the

dynamo region with the flux itself). It is also consistent with expected closure

patterns if current was produced at much larger depths, so that diffuse or active

region scale return currents with extremely low current density could provide

current closure.
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5. 5. Discussion

At this point it is clear that the observations gave a consistent picture of five

bipoles which were carrying electric current prior to their appearance at the solar

surface. Three analyses were primarily morphological in nature-the disagreement

between chromospheric/coronal structures and a potential field extrapolation, the

non-potential structure inferred from the proper motions, and the existence of

twist or shear in photospheric magnetic fields. All three pointed to a particular

direction of twist. Two arguments which were more quantitative-the magnitude

of the current vs, lifetime of the bipole, and the growth of current with the

growing magnetic flux-underscore the fact that this current could not form after

the emergence of the flux. From this study we do not propose that all emerging

flux will carry current; here we simply present examples of bipoles which did.

Two aspects of the currents in AR7260's emerging flux are particularly note

worthy. First, the large-scale currents in the p-spots (PlO, P36, P48) neither

disappeared nor changed direction during the region's two-week-long disk transit.

The f-polarity spots in this group had currents which were also easily identified

from one day to the next, and were also primarily of one sign. Evolution was, of

course, evident as more flux emerged and individual spots coalesced. Still, these

observations confirm the longevity of active-region scale currents and bolsters the

evidence for sub-surface generation.

Second, it is significant that one sign of a dominated not only in the emerging

flux region, but in AR7260's older magnetic flux as well. We recognize that

there may have been small-scale departures from this, and that the magnitude

of a was not constant for the entire region (Pevtsov 1994). Still, POa, the large

leading sunspot was also a current-carrying structure, evident from the twisted

Ho fibrils and soft X-ray loops (chapter 4 Figures 18, 19). Primarily positive

J, was associated with POa, a negative-polarity sunspot so again a < O. And

finally, those moving magnetic features flowing outward from POa which did carry
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detectable electric current had a < 0 as well. Specifically, "FM3b" associated with

the M3 region of MMF outflow carried negative current at the 40- level, and one

of the I-polarity pores associated with the M5 outflow sector carried negative

current also at the 40- level.

Why would all of these bipoles have the same sign of a? Why does the direction

of twist agree for the new flux as well as the old flux in this active region? We

propose that POa and the emerging flux region are connected; in the picture of a

"flux tree" (e.g. Zwaan 1985), if currents were generated prior to a flux system's

fragmentation into such a tree, the agreement (at least in sign) of currents in

various branches follows directly.

5. 6. Conclusions

We demonstrated that emerging magnetic flux does appear at the solar surface

carrying electric current. We presented morphological evidence from below, at and

above the photosphere that five emerging flux regions did not generate vertical

currents by surface convective motions, but rather carried current before being

visible as sunspots. In addition we presented two quantitative arguments which

contradict the possibility that these currents were generated by a photospheric

dynamo mechanism. This does not, of course, mean that every flux system in

the sun carries current or that all bipoles will be completely unaffected by plasma

motions in the high-,B plasma of the solar photosphere. However we showed obser

vationally that the model of a photospheric dynamo for producing flare-productive

active regions is inadequate and that the substantive influences to generate these

currents must come from deep in the convection zone.
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o 10 20 30

Figure 5.1: Continuum images from the Imaging Vector Magnetograph showing
the bipoles in this study, magnetic neutral line (dash) and the 2-0" level contour
for the vertical currents (solid). 01:21UT 17August 1992, bipoles 1 and 2 shown.
Solar north is up, west to the right (for all figures unless noted). Each pixel is
2.2"2.
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Figure 5.1: (b) same, 03:llUT 20 August 1992, bipoles 3, 4, and 5 shown.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Coronal loops observed with the Yohkoh thin-aluminum filter,
02:51, 17 August. Contours of vertical magnetic field from the IVM magnetogram
(01:21UT) are over-plotted as well as a few of the field-lines expected if bipole 1
was current-free.
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Figure 5.2: (b) Contours of vertical magnetic field on a continuum image from an
IVM magnetogram 23:51 UT 19 August, with a few field-lines for a current-free
extrapolation. These lines are drawn in the vicinity of P48jF50 (Bipole 4). The
arch filament system is shown in Ho image from the NAOJ Solar Flare Telescope,
23:03UT.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Proper motion tracks for bipole 1, time increasing as the connecting
lines are lighter grey. Points are equally spaced at ~t ~ 20 minutes, and vertical
axis is north/south position, horizontal is east/west relative to the image center.
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Figure 5.3: (b) same data as (a), but presented with t as the vertical axis, and
contours of the sunspots (photospheric image) at the beginning and end times.
This way, the structure implied by the data is shown directly.
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(b) but for Bipole 2.Figure 5.3: (c) same as ,
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Figure 5.3: (d) bipole 3.
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Figure 5.3: (e) bipole 4.
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Figure 5.3: (f) bipole 5.
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Observed Normal Component, True Component as f(time)

Observed t .-:
." True..

t (1) t.:~:.:~~ .

t (0)................................................. . },..~.~.:~:.~.............................. . .

I (2) t~~~. . _ _....... _..... _ .

Figure 5.4: Cartoon showing an emerging flux loop, and how the observed vertical
field or vertical current should appea.r if the current is field-aligned. At to the fields
are virtually horizontal, and no J; is seen. At this early stage, the bipole may look
potential because the magnetic neutral line is ill-defined. At t l the neutral line will
start to show shear, and small J; will be visible. For t2 mature structure appears,
the field lines appear to become more vertical, and the (full) J, is measured.
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Figure 5.5: (a) <I> vs. t and I vs t for bipole 3, with linear fit overplotted. The
dominant direction of current and of flux are integrated and plotted together for
each pore on one graph, although flux may be on top or bottom graph, such
that extrapolating back to to is easiest. Error bars reflect both the noise in each
individual magnetogram and the inter-magnetogram error (the latter dominates).
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Figure 5.5: (b) same, bipole 4.
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Figure 5.5: (c) same, bipole 5.
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Figure 5.5: (d) same, F42, F43, and F49.
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Figure 5.5: (f) Total flux (<1>+ + 1<1>_1) and total current (1+ + ILl) for quiet sun,
as determined by brightness level in a continuum image. Flux stays constant,
current decreases; this shows that the results in a-e are not due to instrumental
trends.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Same as Figure 2a, except the field-lines plotted are from a
constant-o force-free extrapolation, with a = -0.3 Mm- I .
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Figure 5.6: (b) Same as Figure 2b, except the field-lines plotted are from a
constant-o force-free extrapolation, with a = -0.3 Mm",
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Figure 5.7: Any return current associated with the growth of, for example, F50
should be apparent here by a growing current of the opposite sign as in Figure
5b. Instead, the magnitude of this positive current is decreasing; for P48 the
magnitude of the negative current is decreasing. Similar results were found for all
spots of interest.
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Figure 5.7: Any return current associated with the growth of, for example, F50
should be apparent here by a growing current of the opposite sign as in Figure
5b. Instead, the magnitude of this positive current is decreasing; for P48 the
magnitude of the negative current is decreasing. Similar results were found for all
spots of interest.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

The observations made for this thesis work and the results presented in chap

ters 4 and 5 have significant implications for our understanding of the generation,

appearance and dissipation of solar magnetic flux and electric current. These are

discussed below in the context of our present understanding of these processes,

and possibilities for future investigations are suggested.

6. 1. Generation of Solar Electromagnetic Fields

It is still impossible to directly observe the generation of solar magnetic fields.

It is thought that the magnetic fields are produced in a thin layer at the base

of the convection zone. The generation mechanism must be inferred, however,

from evidence available to observations of the solar surface, be they inversions

of helioseismology data or direct observations of plasma flow and magnetic field

patterns. It is the characteristics of solar magnetic fields that have provided the

fundamental requirements that any generation model must meet; the magnetic

polarity of leading, following spots (the Hale-Nicholson polarity law: Hale et al.

1919) and their reversal with hemisphere and the ll-year sunspot cycle being the

most obvious.

One issue which has not been clearly resolved is whether in addition to the

polarity law for each hemisphere, there is also a helicity law. There have been

sporadic investigations over the last few decades on sunspot groups' twists and

whether there was any global pattern; the results show no pattern with magnetic

polarity, but a hint of a dominant twist direction for each hemisphere (Hale 1927;

Richardson 1941; Seehafer 1990; Pevtsov et al. 1994). Pevtsov (1994) finds that

global helicity patterns can persist even on time scales longer than the life cycle

of the individual active regions.
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That active-region current systems are not the result of surface flows implies

two things. First, there is little need to depend on flow patterns in the solar

atmosphere (meridional, differential rotation with latitude or depth) to produce

the currents and helicities observed; as discussed in chapter 5, the vorticity of the

flows may be consistent with the magnetic field twist direction, but the flows are

not necessarily the cause. Why do some active regions carry current and others

do not? The results of this thesis obviously do not imply that plasma motions are

of no consequence, and their interactions in the deepest layers of the convection

zone may be the determining factor in the end. Second, the results presented

here imply that the mechanism that generates the solar magnetic fields may also

have to be responsible for the field's twists. If plasma flows (even in the deep

convection zone) turn out to be of little consequence, then whether the generation

mechanism is a dynamo or oscillatory velocity pattern, there is now one more

parameter, namely the generation of the field's twist, with which models must

agree.

6. 2. Flux Transport to the Solar Surface

It is believed that magnetic flux generated in the vicinity of the overshoot

region at the base of the convection zone is perturbed in some manner, and a flux

bundle with ~ 1022 Mx begins to rise towards the solar surface (Choudhuri 1992).

This flux bundle, or group of magnetic field lines, will still have its ends anchored

and thus the rising portion will "bow up" and form what is commonly referred to

as an D-shaped structure. Modeling this journey and the flux's reactions to the

Coriolis force and changing plasma parameters gives good qualitative agreement

with observational restraints such as Joy's law and the p- and I-spot asymmetry

(Fan, Fisher & DeLuca 1993). There is evidence that the rising magnetic flux can

become filamentary. A Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may arise between the higher

and lower layers in the flux bundle, or the magnetic restoring force along the flux
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tubes may be overcome by the buffeting from turbulent motions-in either case,

it may be straightforward to produce the filamentary or "tree" structure needed

for the flux tree model (Fan, Fisher & DeLuca 1993; see also Choudhuri 1992 for

a review).

The results of the work presented here support the idea of filamented magnetic

flux, which is connected to a more monolithic structure deeper in the convection

zone. In fact, the results qualitatively suggest that the fragmentation may occur

at a variety of levels, and not only the layers closest to the surface. Magnetic

flux emerges as small pores which merge (or connect if two "twigs" of the flux

tree emerge and we eventually see the parent "branch") to form larger stable

sunspots. We see that the pores which form these spots emerge carrying one

dominant sign of J, (which is, in turn, in agreement with the helicity patterns

mentioned above) This is indirect evidence that the twigs are connected to the

same branch, and would be most compelling if the magnitude of a (in addition

to its sign) was consistent. This measurement will have to wait for smaller errors

in magnetograph data.

The fact that this one sign of current prevailed for the entire sunspot group is

similarly further evidence that the branches all belong to the same tree. That is,

the filamentary nature of the parent bundle of flux began at greater depths than

implied by the pores. That POa had the same sign of current as the emerging flux

region opens up the possibility that these two "trees", one older than the other,

share the same root system, to take the analogy to the extreme. Finally the last

and largest filamentation may occur to produce the activity nest (Gaizauskas et

al. 1983) of which AR 7260 is a member. We did not analyze the currents for each

member of this nest, so the connection to AR 7260 in this manner is speculative.

The flux tree or filamented-field model has yet to be quantitatively put forward

for observational tests. The data used to generate chapter 5 of this thesis can

be used in the future to test predictions concerning the degree of filamentation

expected for given parameters of the subphotospheric plasma and magnetic flux
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parameters, the amount of magnetic flux expected for each "twig", and the length

of the twigs or the length-scale of filamentation. The analysis presented here,

i.e., the history of flux emergence with special attention to current emergence is

a key tool to determine the invisible connections between elements of a sunspot

group. I determined that the limiting factors for interpreting <I>(t), I(t), were not

spatial resolution or necessarily the errors in Jz but rather the presence of old

flux in the field of view containing the new flux (and of course currents), the low

temporal cadence of the magnetograms and hence the large data gaps. Thus,

future endeavors should emphasize the initial emergence and subsequent stable

configuration of a less complicated sunspot group than AR7260, with a much

higher magnetogram temporal cadence.

6. 3. Stability and Dissipation of Electromagnetic Fields

The result of this work, that active region currents are carried by the magnetic

flux and not generated at the surface, means that it is not necessary to have

shearing or twisting flows in the photosphere produced by an unknown mechanism

in order to produce the electric current. Instead the questions begin to center on

the magnetohydrodynamic implications of current-carrying flux emerging from

the convection zone into the solar atmosphere.

Specifically we assume in chapter 5 that a flux system that is carrying current

is deformed away from the n shape described above. We show that there is

a significant morphological change in the implied coronal structures between a

potential structure and a constant-o force-free extrapolation. But can we expect

such deformation in flux tubes still in the convection zone? Few models have

attempted to account for the effects of field-aligned currents or twist in rising

flux tubes (Piddington 1976, Tsinganos 1980; Shibata 1994). In chapter 5 the

assumption is made that indeed there is a deformation away from the simple planar

n topology, but this needs theoretical verification. Other questions which need
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answers center on how stable is a current-carrying flux tube against the buoyancy

and magnetic restoring forces? against filamentation? how is the stability affected

by kink instabilities? subsequent subphotospheric reconnection?

The motivation for this work was to investigate the source of active region

electric currents that may power solar flares. In light of the stability of the currents

with time even while flaring occurs repeatedly, OI~e may question whether these

active-region scale currents are indeed the actual power source or even the trigger

for solar flares.

To answer this question requires a detailed analysis of the change of the flux

and current with direct attention to the flaring history and the topology. Again,

the data to answer these questions is available for AR7260, although ideally there

would be a better cadence of magnetograms. If the determining factor for a flare

productive active region lies in the total emerged flux and the total current in

the active region as a whole, then why did the more than 1022 Mx and 1013 A

in AR 7260 only produce a few M-class and fewer than a hundred C-class flares?

Compared to other flare-productive active regions this should have been been

easily adequate for at least more numerous M-class flares if not a few X-class

flares (e.g., Tanaka & Nakagawa 1973; Krall et al. 1982; Hagyard et al. 1984).

Perhaps the key is not how much flux and current emerged but where it

emerged, especially relative to the surrounding ambient field. This has been the

basis for at least one flare model (Canfield, Priest & Rust 1974; Heyvaerts, Priest

& Rust 1977; Shibata, Nozawa & Matsumoto 1992). To investigate this ques

tion one must look at the history of flux emergence and current emergence with

attention to their spatial relationships to other flux and current systems. This

must then be compared to episodes where similar quantities of flux and current

emerged yet where fewer or less energetic flares were produced.

We know that the currents must be generated since we observe them, and

now we know where they must be generated; but where do they go? As with the

magnetic flux on the sun, we know that the electric currents must be dissipated for
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they do, like the sunspots, eventually disappear. How they are dissipated is related

to their stability and their role in solar flares, all of which need more investigation.

Is the electric current dispersed into the solar network as the flux is (Wang, Nash

& Sheeley 1989)? Or can all of the free energy be consumed by flaring or coronal

heating, even though the spatial correlation and causal relationship between the

currents and flares or bright coronal features is still uncertain (de La Beaujardiere,

Canfield, Leka 1993; Leka et al. 1993; Metcalf et al. 1994)? These are questions

for further study.

6. 4. Conclusion

I present with this dissertation a more comprehensive study of emerging flux

than has been done previously. In chapter 4 data from more and varying instru

ments, looking at more heights in the solar atmosphere with better spatial and

temporal resolution than previously assembled were synthesized into a history of

one active region's development. It is novel that the vast majority of the data was

of digital form .so that direct comparisons could be made of the effects and signa

tures of emerging flux in terms of the photospheric magnetic field, photospheric,

chromospheric and coronal structures. In chapter 5 the analysis was comprehen

sive in detail rather than scope, and we showed that the observed electric current

in a number of emerging sunspots was not generated by surface flows.

The diagnostic tools presented herein are new and powerful. The result that

current and flux emerged together lends itself as a tool to map the sub-surface

structure of sunspots and sunspot groups in light of the flux tree or filamentary

models described above. In addition, the evolution of <P vs I directly may enable

early detection of a flare-productive active region, or of flux emergence poised to

trigger a large solar flare. That is, early detection of the magnitude of a may

predict the amount of current that will eventually emerge; if this quantity is the

key factor for the production of large flares, the value of this analysis is clear.
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Finally, the results of this dissertation demonstrate that much of the thinking

about solar active regions and solar flares must be re-examined. Surface flows

need not shear a magnetic field, it is already sheared. Magnetic field lines need

not be stressed by footpoint motion, they are already stressed. And free energy as

electric currents need not be generated from kinetic energy in the photosphere, it

is alreadystored. This possibility was presented decades ago, but its reality is now

proved. The questions must now be refocused onto issues of the current-carrying

flux's stability, interaction with ambient field, and dissipation. The emergence of

magnetic flux and the appearance of current at the photosphere can no longer be

thought of as two separate processes.
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Appendix A

Noise in the IVM Magnetograms (Derivative Method)

The Imaging Vector Magnetogram takes a series of frames at one wavelength

position in six polarization states, by varying the retardance on a set of two fixed

azimuth liquid crystal retarders. The wavelength is changed then by tuning the

Fabry-Perot, and the process repeated. This way by various additions and sub

tractions, the four Stokes parameters I, Q, U, V are obtained at points across a

magnetically sensitive photospheric absorption line, usually A 6302.5A. Specifi

cally, the six measured polarization states are

I+V I+Q I+U

I-V I-Q I-U

so that for instance the V signal is obtained by

1
V = - (I + V) - (I - V)

2

and the intensity parameter is obtained by averaging all six frames:

(A.l)

1
1= 6 [(I + V) + (I - V) + (I + Q) + (I - Q) + (I + U) + (I - U)]. (A.2)

To invert the Stokes parameters to the observed components of the solar mag

netic fields BII' BJ. and X (the azimuthal angle) the method described in Jefferies,

Lites & Skumanich (1989, "JLS") (and discussed in Jefferies & Mickey 1991,

hereafter "JM") is employed. The Zeeman broadening in units of a line's Doppler

width, Lande factor and the magnetic field strength is

eBgL ( 1 )
47fmc ~lJD

_ C11B
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and then from JLS, the magnetic field components are

V
(A.5)BII - Bcos-y = C1 r

1

B.L B sin,,! = 2C1 [~~ (Q2 + U
2)tr (A.6)

tan2x
U

(A.7)-
Q

. where I' =dI/d); is the derivative ofthe intensity profileand C2 =H' (a, 11) / H" (a, 11)

is the ratio of the first and second derivatives of the Voigt function with respect

to frequency and the damping parameter a. This is treated as a constant.

The errors in the relevant parameters can then all be expressed in terms of the

noise in a single frame, Uf which is the sum of photon noise, CeD readout noise,

shutter timing variations, etc. First, for the intensity, from equation A.2

[ 1 '" 2] t62 wUf

1
-uf
J6

(A.B)

(A.9)

(A.lO)

where uf = u(I±Q,u,V) is the noise in one frame, and U(I+V) is assumed to be the

same as U(I-U), etc. Similarly

1
uQ = Uu = Uv = J2 uf·

Next, if I' can be approximated by Newton's method at three neighboring points

in the spectral line >'1, >'2 and >'3 by

(A.ll)

and the error at each wavelength point is approximately the same, then simply

(A.12)

To compute the error in BII it must be recognized that since V and I' are deter

mined in part using the same two frames (I+V, I-V, where I' uses all six frames
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of which I+V, I-V are two), the errors in these two quantities are correlated and

the cross-term cannot be ignored in the propagation of errors. Thus, from equa

tion A.6

2 2 2 2O"BII 0"V 0"1" O"V 0"1' (A.13)
BIT

- y2 + 1'2 - I' Y

0"2 0"2 0"2
f f f (A.14)-

2 y2 + 61'2 + V3I' v

For B.L the situation is a bit more complicated. Combining the constants in

equation (A.7) into one constant A we have

(A.15)

Again, Q, U will be correlated with I', although not with each other, so we have

for the fractional error

Finally since the errors in U, Q themselves are not correlated, then the error

in the azimuth can be expressed as

2 2 1
O"t an2x = [O"U + O"Q]'2
tan2x U2 Q2

or, in terms of X explicitly,

1

"x = [,,~ CQ(l~ ~)r+,,~ CQ2(~~ ~Jr

(A.17)

(A.18)

These expressions become meaningless if Q is zero; in practice, however, a non-zero

noise level will prevent Q from being identically zero.

If we look at point in the IVM dataset from 19 August 199223:51 UT, binned

by 2 to a more realistic 2.2" resolution, pixel (27,27) averaged at wavelength points
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2 and 7 (approximately 90mA from line center) we find .

I - 1714

I' - 151

Q - -0.65

U - -6.4

V - 205.7

all in units of data numbers (or DN/pix for I'). In the final magnetogram, we

find,

BII - 728

B1. - 492

X -1.16

where the fields are in Gauss, X in radians. Using the above equations, and

assuming that the fractional noise in each raw data frame was of order 2 x 10-3

(Mickey 1994) we find that O'BII = the fractional error 2.2G, O'B.L = 93.5G and O'x

=0.19 radians or 10°.

The fractional errors are variable pixel to pixel, for anyone of the following

reasons. In the above, the noise in a polarization signal is put directly into the

error calculation. In practice, the polarization signal is obtained by averaging a

polynomial fit to the polariztion profile at a wavelength range at ± 2.8-3.7b.Ad

surrounding Ao where the reduction is being performed, or ± 84-110 rnA from

line center. Similarly, the intensity I and the derivative with wavelength dI/dA

are taken from a Voigt function fitted to the I profile. In addition, the noise levels

will be very sensitive to the balance between the polarization signals and the slope

of the line profile. If the filling factor is low, the value of I' will be high compared

to the polarization signal outside of a dark sunspot: in this case, the noise in the

field values will be quite low. Evaluating the merits and inadequacies of various
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fitting algorithms is beyond the scope of this work. The effects of scattered light

on the line profile, seeing, or an uncentered prefilter profile, will be left to the

IVM instrument paper (Mickey et a1. 1994, in preparation).
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Appendix B

Noise in Heliographic Field

The magnetic field in an observation element (pixel or raster step) can be

described as BII' Bj, where, if , is the angle of the field B to the line of sight and

X is the azimuthal angle from solar north we have

BII = Bcos(r)

Bol = B sin(r).

(B.1)

(B.2)

At disk center where the angle between the line of sight and the normal to the

solar surface, 0 is 0°, the heliographic components are easily expressed as

B; - Bolcos(X). = B sin(r) cos(X)

By - Bolsin(x) = B sin(,) sin(X)

B, BII = B cosh')

But to include 0 we have

B, BII cos(O) + Bj, sin(O)

Bhoriz - BII sin(O) + Bol cos(6)

- (B~ +B;)t

and for the uncertainties

(B.3)

(BA)

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

(B.g)

(8.10)

since the angle of observation is assumed to be perfectly known. If aBx ~ aBy

then clearly aBhor;. = aBx = aBy '
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Comparing this with the IVM magnetogram from 18:09 UT 19 August 1992,

O"BII = 25 G and (JB.L = 130G, empirically (from the standard deviation in "weak

field" areas, i.e., where fB = VB~ + Bi ::; 500 G) O"B. = 82 G, O"B", = 116 G

and O"By = 114G; from above (0 = 27.5°), O"B= = 64 G and O"Bhor;z = 116 G. The

agreement is good, and in practice the empirical standard deviation was used for

the calculating the errors in Jz , shown below.
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(C.1)

Appendix C

Calculation of Electric Current

The electric current Jz can be calculated with equation 2.3. The magnetogram

data from both the HSP and IVM are discretized, so the derivatives are approxi

mated by a four-point difference method the vertical current is calculated for the

intersection of four pixels. Specifically

J _ C (8X 8By 8y 8By 8x 8Bx 8y 8Bx )

z - 8X 8x + 8X 8y + 8Y 8x + 8Y 8y

where C is a constant (incorporating pixel size, f..£o, and conversions between Gauss

& Tesla, A and rnA) and 8By/8x is computed at the intersection of four pixels

(e.g., 1, 2, 3,4):

Bx , By(l ) Bx , By (2)
BX l By(3) Bx , By (4)

by

(C.2)

(C.3)

This calculation is performed on B, and By but in the image-plane coordinate sys

tem which keeps the original resolution of the data. To transform to heliographic

coordinates again and find Jz the 8x/ 8X derivatives express the coordinate trans

forms (Gary & Hagyard 1990). For example,

:~ = cos(p)cos(£) - sin(p) sin(bO) sin(£)

where p and bO describe the orientation of the solar axes relative to terrestrial,

and £ is the longitudinal distance of the point in question from solar disk center.

The error as, depends only on the errors in the horizontal fields, t7B", and

t7B y ' assuming all other parameters (bO, £, etc.) are perfectly determined. If

(C.4)
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where

[ (
Bx ) 2 ( By ) 2 ( Bx) 2 ( By ) 2] ~

V = BX + BX + BY + BY (C.5)

This is always O. $ V $ 1.0 and is 1.0 at disk center. The noise is most

sensitive to lTBhoriz at viewing angles less than 300
•
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